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Niels Larsen Ltd is a UK manufacturer of gymnastics equipment.
Originally founded in Denmark but has been operating in West Yorkshire
for over 100 years.
Our gymnastics equipment can be found in many schools, gym clubs,
leisure centres and other establishments up and down the country and
overseas. We are proud suppliers to many local authorities.
The name Niels Larsen stands for quality, which is why all our products
are guaranteed for 12 months, but our confidence in our traditional
range of products is such that these are offered with a 24 month
guarantee.
Niels Larsen has been at the forefront of innovation in the world of

school gymnastics, and has established many relationships and these
have created many internationally renowned brands. We work closely
with British Gymnastics, the National Governing Body of the sport, who
actively endorse many of our brands. Working with such a prestigious
organisation ensures that any Niels Larsen product is always totally fit for
purpose.
Over the last few years, we have not been idle, work has been
undertaken to bring to you many new and exciting products, these are
featured throughout the catalogue.
If you are ever passing, please feel free to call in on us for a cup of tea
or coffee, where you can have a tour of our purpose built premises in
Ossett, and meet the team.

Niels Larsen Ltd, Unit 3, Spa Street, Ossett, West Yorkshire, WF5 0HP

... Recent additions to our range ...
Additional gate designs for the popular
“Rainbow Frame”. See page 42

“It’s all about balance”. See page 21

“Folding Steel Trestles”. See page 28

“Mat Sets” to suit all our climbing frames now available
fitting both T and Y positions. See page 57
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t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

“Fixed Wall Ladder” and “Linking Equipment” to fit
climbing frames. See page 47

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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British Gymnastics is the governing body for gymnastics in the UK. It is a not for profit organisation dedicated
to developing participation and the quality of provision across recreational, competitive and performance
gymnastics. It embraces artistic, acrobatic, tumbling, trampolining and cheerleading.

British Gymnastics have given their endorsement to the ranges of Gym Time, Jump for Joy and Box of Tricks equipment
listed in the Niels Larsen catalogue.

Gymnastics promotes an active and healthy lifestyle and is recognised as forming the basis for physical literacy development, providing the
fundamental motor skills and actions necessary for other land-based sports. Interest in the sport has never been stronger. Hundreds of thousands
of young gymnasts enjoy gymnastics in the school environment, take part in the recreational sessions offered in clubs and leisure centres, and enjoy
membership of British Gymnastics through registered clubs.

Affiliated to British Gymnastics, The British Schools Gymnastics Association’s primary role is to support schools based competition at a UK regional level
and to support those gymnasts that represent their country at school based competitions both nationally and internationally. Schools can now register,
for free, online at:
www.british-gymnastics.org
British Gymnastics, Ford Hall, Lilleshall National Sports, Centre, Newport, Shropshire. TF10 9NB
Tel: 0845 1297129
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In over 100 years of trading many relationships have been
established and through these, the creation of many well known
international brands have evolved, these being;

Niels Larsen Ltd is a company that has been independently
audited and certified to be in conformance with ISO 9001:2008.

Certificate Number 1151
ISO9001

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872
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JUMP FOR JOY
Jump for Joy

Actively endorsed by

Jump for Joy comprises three distinct ranges - Frolic, Move & Play, and
Sport - of soft play shapes which assist in the step-by-step development
of active growing children. Each range is carefully designed to
complement the others and in total they combine to provide a
progressively challenging environment for gymnastics and movement
activities. The soft foam shapes are attractive and appropriately scaled
in size, colourful and fun to use. Uniquely for products of this type, all
three ranges are actively endorsed by British Gymnastics.
Manufactured in the UK using high quality combustion modified foam
covered in tough colourful pvc coated nylon fabric which is supple and
easily cleaned. Foam is to BS5852 Part 2 Ignition 5, cover to BS5867
Part 2 type B.

1

1

Jump for Joy Support Pack

The Jump for Joy equipment will complement the Gym Time and Box of
Tricks ranges as well as traditional gymnastic apparatus. As with many
other products in the Niels Larsen range, a Support Pack is available to
help teachers and coaches get the very best from these versatile ranges
of equipment. This complete activity programme includes comprehensive
guidelines, task cards and record sheets.

JJJ100
Uniquely for products of this type, all three ranges are actively endorsed by British Gymnastics

Jump for Joy - Frolic
The Frolic range is the soft play start point for nursery
age (1-4 years) children. Each of the four Frolic
playstations has been designed to present many
movement learning experiences. Using the activity
programmes included in the support pack allows
non specialists to structure and monitor meaningful
play sessions and provide opportunities to chart and
reward early progress.

3
2

2

Criss-Cross Set

3

The Criss-Cross set combines playtime with the development of simple
stepping and balance skills. Allows children to attempt forward, side and
backwards walking on raised, uneven and sloped surfaces. Use of a ball
on the Drain Pipes encourages a sense of timing and pace change.
Dimensions:
Beam length 1016mm x height 203mm x width 254mm
Stepping Stones length 1784mm x height 209mm x width 305mm
Drain Pipes (pair) length 1016mm x height 330mm x width 254mm

JJF490

4 piece set

Castle Walls

Designed to promote hand/eye co-ordination with controlled stability
in squat, twist and turn. The two Castle Walls are complete with four
sets (shapes, man, tower and tree) of hook and loop patches for picture
making.
Dimensions:
Large Wall length 1219mm x height 902mm x width 254mm
Small Wall length 800mm x height 452mm x width 254mm

JJF590

4

Wonder Wave

The Wonder wave is designed for crawling, stepping, climbing and
tummy surfing. Can be used singly or as a set of two. Each wave includes
a set of six hook and loop patches which encourage children to move
over and around the Waves in controlled directed activities – fetch, carry
and sort.
Dimensions: height 838mm x width 1016mm

4

JJF380
JJF390

4

2 piece set

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Wonder Wave Half, length 1524mm
Wonder Wave Whole, length 3048mm

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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1

Magic Carpet Set

JJF690

JJF670
Dimensions: length 800mm x height 406mm x width 304mm

4

Pair

Dimensions: length 596mm x diameter 203mm

5

Medium Rod

JJF630

JJF622

Large Columns

JJF632

Pair

Rocker

Dimensions: length 800mm x height 406mm x width 304mm

JJF640
Wedges

Dimensions: Large, length 800mm x height 508mm x width 406mm
			Small, length 596mm x height 304mm x width 304mm

Set of 2

Bricks

Dimensions: length 304mm x height152mm x width 203mm

JJF660
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Pair

Dimensions: length 902mm x height 304mm x width 304mm

bl

Dimensions: length 508mm x diameter 304mm

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Small Columns

JJF650

Pair

Pair

Dimensions: length 596mm x height 203mm x width 203mm

bk

Small Rods

JJF620

7

9

Arches

JJF610

JJF624

8

Carpet

Dimensions: length 5500mm x height 38mm x width 1092mm

3

Large Rods

Dimensions: length 800mm x diameter 304mm

A truly magical experience. A huge 5.5m long softplay ‘carpet’ fitted
with hook and loop strips and pads which allow children to build their
own structures by ‘sticking’ on up to nineteen different shapes in limitless
combinations. Using the Support Pack tutors can carefully promote
concepts such as stand, walk, over, under, push-pull, rock and build.

2

bl

Set of 4

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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JUMP FOR JOY

Actively endorsed by
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Jump for Joy - Move & Play
Particularly suitable for children from 4 to 7 years of age who have
perhaps used the Frolic range to obtain a basic movement vocabulary.
Move and Play provides the challenge of larger scale apparatus and
encourages progression. A great range for developing poise, balance
and skills in structured play and general gymnastics.

Complete Set
JJM290 Complete set (6 pieces) with Support pack.		

1
2

Steps

JJM200

3

JJM220

5

Wheel

The child is cushioned while oriented through backward or forward roll.
Confidence booster for flighted moves. The Wheel combines well with
other items in the range.
Dimensions: height 380mm x diameter 1015mm

JJM230
Rod

A great forward and backward roll activator. It’s fun to sit astride or for
practising handstands. Ideal for developing balance and co-ordination,
the Rod is designed to fit into the Cog and Wheel.
Dimensions: length 1220mm x diameter 480mm

JJM210

Cog

7

A shape to tackle from many angles. Stable when upright and useful as
a training/conditioning station when flat. Use with the Rod and Wheel to
create moving parts.
Dimensions: height 380mm x diameter 1040mm

JJM240

6

Banana Rocker

Restful or riotous depending on your energy level! Easy to climb over,
crawl under, balance on or roll off. Sit astride and rock, or lie on back
or front and rock. Use as a bridge on the floor or between other pieces.
Limited only by your imagination.
Dimensions: length 1195mm x height 610mm x width 455mm

6

Provides a wealth of linking or easy access/exit options for combination
stations. Also useful for aerobic, step-up activities or supporting head
stands, initiating rolls etc.
Dimensions: length 762mm x height 610mm x width 762mm

6

Mushroom

Use to develop balance, poise and strength or for shape training when
inverted. Use as a pommel horse for double leg circles. Increase height
by combining with the Wheel.
Dimensions: height 380mm x width 1015mm

JJM250
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872
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JUMP FOR JOY

Actively endorsed by
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Jump for Joy - Sport
The Sport range is ideal for aspiring gymnasts (aged 7 to 11 years)
working within a more formal approach to skill and physical education
goals. Every item can be used for a specific activity whilst combinations
of several pieces create variety and challenge. Children can confidently
attempt basic gymnastic elements encouraged by the soft support of
the Sport range or just feel inspired to try all the climbing, sliding and
jumping activities their imagination suggests.

4

Complete set
JJS190
(7 pieces) with Support Pack		

1
2

JJS120

Large and Small Bridges

Can be used to lie back on and kick over, as supports for headstands, or
as soft top vaults to jump through. The two bridges combined provide a
port hole to wriggle through.
Dimensions: length 914mm x width 508mm

JJS110
JJS111

3

Large, height 813mm.

Designed to assist backward and forward rolls – the feeler strips guide
hand positions. Great for sliding or log rolls.

Large, length 1220mm x width 610mm x height 762mm
Small, length 914mm x width 457mm x height 457mm		

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

5

Cuboid

Used to provide support for handstand positions. Hook and loop flaps
enable apparatus to be joined together thus reducing the risk from gaps.
Use to extend and access other pieces of equipment in combination.
Dimensions: length 762mm x height 610mm x width 762mm

JJS140

Small, height 483mm.

Large and Small Wedges

JJS130
JJS131

Soft Box

This sturdy unit is ideal for traditional vaulting activities and provides
jumping platforms and landing areas. A great confidence booster. The
three 305mm tiers separate for varied conditioning activities.
Dimensions: length 915mm x height 915mm x width 330mm (at top)
880mm (at base)

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

6

Barrel

Children love the sensation of rolling on their stomach or back. This
apparatus is confidence building and promotes spatial awareness.
Dimensions: length 1220mm x diameter 965mm

JJS100
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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JUMP FOR JOY
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Additional Gymnastic Skills and
Movement Equipment
These items can be used on their own to teach gymnastic and movement
skills or used to complement the Jump for Joy range, and are built to the
same high standards using combustion modified foam and hard wearing
PVC covers.

1

Foam Steps

3

Designed to assist access to a standard school trampoline, or any other
piece of equipment, the foam steps are manufactured with a laminated
construction for strength, with a hard wearing PVC cover. They will fit
through a standard single door.
Dimensions: length 1880mm x height 970mm x width 850mm - other sizes
available on request

MTR450

2

ACT655

4 Tier Foam Vault

4 section Foam Vaulting horse with carrying handles on each section.
The sections can be used individually or all together using the hook and
loop flaps, to make a 2, 3 or 4 section horse. Each section has an anti
slip base, and is 300mm high.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 1210mm x width 410mm (at top)
895mm (at base).
Weight: 40.6 kg

ACT650

8

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

3 Tier Foam Vault

3 section junior foam vault box with anti slip on the base of each section
so that the modules can be used individually or as a 2 or 3 section
vault. Easily attached together with hook and loop flaps. Each section is
200mm high
Dimensions: length 790mm x height 610mm x width 300mm (at top)
580mm (at base).
Weight: 8.18 kg

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

4

Coaching Blocks

A versatile foam filled training block, which can be used for spotting or
as a vaulting block. Covered in a heavy duty PVC, with carrying handles
and an anti slip base. Available in 2 sizes
Dimensions: width 1000mm x depth 600mm

SMG900
SMG905

length 1000mm, weight 22kg
length 2000mm, weight 44kg

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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7

ActivSoft Springboard

An ideal introduction into the use of springboards, this is constructed
from lightweight polyethylene foam with a soft vinyl cover.
Dimensions: length 790mm x height 300mm x width 490mm.
Weight: 5 kg

ACT960

2

5

ActivSoft Box

Ideal for use with the Springboard, but also suitable for various
gymnastic movements. Manufactured from lightweight polyethylene foam
with a soft vinyl cover.
Dimensions: length 700mm x height 500mm x width 650mm (at base)
450mm (at top).
Weight: 8 kg

ACT970

3

ActivSoft Wide Wedge

6

7

ActivSoft Truncated Wedge

This Wedge features a platform at the higher end so that a child can start
at the top, complete a forward or backward roll, then the cut off end
allows the child to stand up to complete the skill. Extra width allows for
sideways rolls too.
Dimensions: length 1000mm x height 480mm x width 750mm.
Weight: 10.6 kg

ACT958

ActivSoft Beam

ACT950

ACT956

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

ACT975
Practise your balancing skills on this Beam manufactured with cross
linked foam covered in soft vinyl. This gives a firm but comfortable
surface for younger children.
Dimensions: length 2500mm x height 80mm x width 240mm (at base)
150mm (at top).
Weight: 2.9 kg

This extra Wide Wedge can be used for sideways as well as standard
rolls and is constructed from cross linked foam with a soft vinyl cover.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 500mm x width 1000mm.
Weight: 8.75 kg

4

Low Mushroom Rocker

A lower variant of our Jump for Joy Mushroom, with eight coloured
segments on the top, 4 on the underside and can also be used to
develop balance, poise and strength.
Dimensions: Diameter 1200mm x height 300mm

ActivSoft Segmented Beam

Constructed from cross linked foam covered in soft vinyl, this beam is
supplied in 600mm sections with hook and loop strips at each end so
that the beam length can be varied. Supplied as a set of 6 sections,
giving a total length of 3600mm, and packed in a lightweight holdall for
ease of transport.
Dimensions: length 3600mm x height 100mm x width 200mm (at base)
100mm (at top).
Weight: 3.5 kg

ACT957
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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BOX OF TRICKS
ENDORSED BY:

1

1

Box Of Tricks

A magical introduction to gymnastics and movement for 2-11 year olds.
Box of Tricks is a compendium of skill development and small games
apparatus housed in a compact combined storage unit and vaulting/
agility platform.
Open it up and Hey Presto – Gymnastics!! Box of Tricks can conjure up
lesson after lesson of whole class activities. Developed by Kate Pearson,
International gymnastics consultant, Box of Tricks is designed to engage
children in the development of basic movement activities including
jumping and landing, rolling, locomotor skills, body preparation,
throwing, aiming and co-ordination. It will help enhance flexibility,
strength, spatial awareness and balance.

2

Unlike traditional equipment, Box of Tricks is FUN and will allow
children boundless scope for their energy and imagination. Teacher/
pupil directed, it affords enjoyable delivery of junior gymnastics through
a variety of innovative equipment and teaching methods. An element of
chance in the selection of activities – presented as ‘games’ – promotes
productive activity, progression and the understanding of sequencing.

LBT200

2

Support Pack

A complete Support Pack assists educators in unlocking this treasure
chest of gymnastic and movement skills. Comprehensive notes on the
safe usage and storage of Box of Tricks are combined with detailed data
sheets on every component inside the Box and of course, on the Box
itself. Lots of great new ideas for whole class activities, games, example
lesson plans etc. make this Support Pack a valuable contributor to the
development of curriculum and club gymnastics.

LBT650

10
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1

Foam Cubes & Marker

Under the guidance of the Support Pack, these simple PVC covered
cubes lead the way to the development of strength, condition, flexibility
and locomotor skills. Use the chalk marker pen provided to write on
the cube faces to make games or use in countless other ways to make
exercise fun.
Dimensions: 150mm sq.

LBT130

2

Set of 6

Wobble & Rocker Boards

The Support Pack describes the use of both types of board to exercise
and tone muscles as the child seeks to control balance or create
movement. Partner work doubles the challenge.
Dimensions: 300mm dia. (or square)

LBT450
LBT460

3

Wobble Board
Rocker Board

Launchers & Foam Balls

Co-ordination of hand, foot and eye was never so much fun. Children
can progress from a stationary bean bag to a gently rolling foam ball.
The set comprises 2 Launchers and 2 Foam Balls.
Dimensions: length 590mm x width 150mm

LBT400
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Padded Target & Missiles

Simply assembled by the children, this target board game combines skill
and chance to keep children moving and thinking. The sewn on logos
suggest locomotor activities and direction changes. The different missiles,
bean bags, darts and disci, encourage different throwing techniques.
Dimensions: length 540mm x width 910mm

LBT110

5

Plain Target & Bean Bags

Again combining elements of skill and chance this Plain Target
introduces youngsters to the idea of different body shapes at various
heights. Complete with eight bean bags in primary colours.
Dimensions: length 540mm x width 910mm

LBT120

6

Striplines & Spinner

Each Stripline has a soft carpet surface bonded to a hard-wearing rubber
anti-slip base. Striplines are used to develop movement and sequence
building skills. Games incorporating the wooden Spinner encourage
children to balance on large and small body parts, hop, jump, roll, twist
or turn. Striplines can be used singly as gym mats or attached with the
hook and loop flaps to form pairs or a square. Following the red lines
develops basic beam/bench balance skills.
Dimensions: length 1500mm x width 300mm (per strip)

LBT100
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Set of 4

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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BOX OF TRICKS

1

2

1

Small & Large Steps

Classic fitness fun! These star-studded units have colour-coded carpet
covered treads and non-marking rubber feet. Work on cardiovascular
activity with step-ups, improve strength and tone in support positions or
strengthen dynamic movement in jumps. You can also use them as steps
to access other apparatus and of course as storage units.
Dimensions: length 690mm x width 570mm x height 390mm

LBT300

Small steps

Dimensions: length 920mm x width 570mm x height 510mm

3

LBT350

2

Large steps

Movement Table

A bright new approach to the development of scrambling, climbing and
jumping skills. The padded top incorporates marker shapes which act as
‘signals’ for placement of hands and feet, or invite a game of balancing
on different body parts. The steel bars allow the Movement Table to be
linked to traditional apparatus. Ribbed plastic colour coded coatings
offer visual and textural signals for children with special needs.
Dimensions: length 1170 x width 850mm x height 690mm

LBT500
The Box Top, when secured to The Movement Table
using the four hook and loop straps, creates a
stable vaulting unit that combines the benefits of
both a traditional vaulting box and bar box. The
overall height of the combined units (1050mm) is
comparable with a Type A vaulting box or a three
section bar box.

12

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

3

Box Top

With gently sloping sides, generous padding and non-marking rubber
feet, Box Top can be used alone as a training aid or attached (by four
hook and loop straps) to the Movement Table. The yellow marker strip
helps young gymnasts to co-ordinate hand and feet movements, or
assists in the placing of body weight in rolling or vaulting activities.
Dimensions: length 1120mm x width 650mm x height 370mm

LBT600
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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BOX OF TRICKS
1

2

3

1

Grip Poles & Hook & Loop Bean Bags

Catching the hook and loop bean bags on the bases of the Grip Poles
is a great ‘game’ for learning the grip and wrist actions that will be
needed later in bar work and climbing. Wrist strength and mobility is
also enhanced helping with numerous racket/bat actions. With more
advanced pupils, the Grip Poles can convert to simple, yet very stable,
floor pommel handles and mini-bars for orientation of sport-specific
skills. Supplied with 8 bean bags.
Dimensions: length 460mm x width 160mm x height 125mm

LBT160

2

Set of 4

Tapsticks

Used by generations of children in schools and gym clubs, the Support
Pack shows how indispensable these Tapsticks are for rhythm and aerobic
activities. Also useful in skills acquisition and body preparation.
Dimensions: length 225mm

LBT150

3

Set 12

Ropes

A whole-class aid to warm-up activities and gym rope games. Promote
a revival of traditional skipping rhymes. Play the ‘Washing Line Game’ –
children start out as laundry in a basket and then become shirts, jumpers,
trousers etc. feeling the effects of sun, wind and rain. This super game
facilitates an awareness of shape and body preparation with simple
conditioning and strengthening. The Support Pack is a great source of old
and new games ideas.
Dimensions: length 12m

LBT140

Pair

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

The complete Box of Tricks will pack onto this
trolley, supplied with LBT200 utilising the
wooden steps as storage

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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ACTIVRANGE
This ActivAgility Range of
junior agility and linking
equipment is sure to
encourage children with its
bright colours and innovative
additions

4
3
2
1

1

ActivDome Plank

A natural timber plank with 6 coloured domes alternating along the
length of the plank to give additional variety and visual interest. The
domes are coloured red, blue, green, yellow, orange and purple. Battens
with non marking rubber pads at each end allowing for a variety of
linking options.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 7.39 kg

LAP920

3

LAP940

ActivBlock Plank

A natural timber plank with 6 coloured blocks alternating along the
length of the plank to give additional variety and visual interest. The
blocks are coloured red, blue, green, yellow, orange and purple.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 6.11 kg

LAP930

4

ActivSnake Plank

Natural Timber plank with a snake graphic incorporating numbers and
colours for cross curricular activities. Battens with non marking rubber
pads at both ends to allow for a variety of linking options.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 6.28 kg

14

2

ActivFoot Plank

Manufactured from natural timber from sustainable sources, the foot
graphics incorporate colours and numbers for cross curricular activities.
The plank has battens at each end enabling it to be used as a linking
element as well as for allowing access to higher items of equipment.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 6.28 kg

LAP950
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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ACTIVRANGE

1
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3

1

ActivBar Box

A junior version of the Traditional Bar Box incorporating colour as
encouragement for younger children. Manufactured with timber uprights,
brightly coloured steel bars, and a comfortable padded vinyl top. The
1240mm long x 640mm wide top is large enough for a huge range of
activities and movements.
Dimensions: length 1240mm x height 680mm x width 640mm (at top)
1020 (at base).
Weight: 36 kg

4
5

ACT600

2

ActivStool

Constructed from powder coated steel with a timber top, these stools can
be used in the traditional way, or with linking items of equipment for a
range of agility exercises. The stools have bars on three sides, with the
fourth side clear in order to enable stacking for storage.
Dimensions: length 540mm x height 300mm x width 520mm. Overall, top
length 530mm x width 360mm
Weight: 5.39 kg

ACT625

300mm high ActivStool

Dimensions: length 650mm x height 460mm x width 600mm. Overall, top
length 530mm x width 360mm
Weight: 6.14 kg

ACT620

3

460mm high ActivStool

ActivLadder

Constructed from natural timber with metal coloured rungs, this versatile
ladder can be used to bridge between items of equipment or can incline
to the floor providing a safe entry or exit with higher pieces. Powder
coated steel end hooks provide a secure fixing to other equipment.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 100mm x width 360mm.
Weight: 7.75 kg

ACT610
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

4

ActivSpot Balance Beam

A really versatile Balance Beam which can be used as a floor beam, or
as a linking element between pieces of equipment. Powder coated steel
feet with non-marking rubber bungs for stability with a natural timber
beam, the top surface of which is 100mm wide. Timber beam length
1830mm.
Dimensions: length 1930mm (overall) x height 100mm x width 100mm
(225mm including feet).
Weight: 6.51 kg

ACT630

5

ActivSnake Balance Beam

Manufactured from natural timber from sustainable sources, with powder
coated steel feet and large rubber bungs for stability, this balance beam
can be used as a free standing floor beam, or for linking between other
pieces of equipment. The snake graphic adds interest as well as using
colours and numbers for cross curricular activities. Timber beam length
1830mm, width 140mm.
Dimensions: length 1930mm (overall) x height 100mm x width 140mm
(225mm including feet).
Weight: 8.7 kg

ACT635
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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ACTIVRANGE
These sets of Agility Equipment have been carefully
chosen to enable the teaching of a wide variety of
movement, balance and agility skills

1

ActivAgility Set 1

Set 1 comprises:
1 x ACT600 ActivBar Box,
1 x ACT620 ActivStool,
1 x ACT625 ActivStool,
1 x ACT610 ActivLadder,
1 x ACT630 ActivSpot Beam,
1 x LAP940 ActivSnake Plank.

1

ACT930

2

ActivAgility Set 2

Set 2 comprises:
1 x ACT620 ActivStool,
1 x ACT625 ActivStool,
1 x LAP950 ActivFoot Plank,
1 x ACT630 ActivSpot Beam,
1 x ACT610 ActivLadder,
1 x LAR410 ActivTrestle Amber,
1 x LAR405 ActivTrestle green.

2

ACT935

3

ActivAgility Set 3

Set 3 comprises:
1 x ACT600 ActivBar Box,
1 x ACT610 ActivLadder,
1 x ACT635 ActivSnake Beam,
1 x LAP920 ActivDome Plank,
1 x LAP930 ActivBlock Plank,
1 x ETR404 Linking Equipment Trolley.

3

ACT940
ActivAgility Set 4
Set 4 comprises:
1 x ACT600 ActivBar Box,
1 x ACT610 ActivLadder,
1 x ACT635 ActivSnake Beam,
1 x LAP920 ActivDome Plank,
1 x LAP930 ActivBlock Plank.

ACT941
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t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

ACTIVRANGE
Timber to
FSC/PEFC
Standards

Tested to
BS EN 913

1

ActivBench

Designed primarily for school use this bench is manufactured from
natural timbers from sustainable sources and is made without side rails
to minimise weight. Features a 100mm balance rail on the underside
enabling use when inverted. Fitted with non-marking rubber feet for
stability and non-marking rubber buttons on the top to prevent damage
to both the bench top and the floor. A wooden batten is fitted at one end
to allow attachment to other items. Available in an eye catching Multicoloured option, the colour being applied in the form of colour stain
and varnish which does not chip or crack, or with a choice of graphics
incorporating colours and numbers enabling cross curricular activities.
The ActivBench with graphics is supplied complete with a simple and
helpful User’s Guide. Tested to BS EN913. Bench top width 240mm.

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Dimensions: width 330mm x height 340mm
Weight: 14 kg (2m benches) 18kg (2.5m benches)

LBA136
LBA137
LBA156
LBA157
ACT925
ACT926

Multi-coloured, length 2m		
Multi-coloured with castors, length 2m
Multi-coloured, length 2.5m		
Multi-coloured with castors, length 2.5m
Snake graphics, length 2m		
Foot graphics, length 2m		

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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ACTIVRANGE
Timber to
FSC/PEFC
Standards

Tested to
BS EN 913

1

1

ActivBench

Designed primarily for school use this bench is a lighter and more
economic alternative to the Traditional Balance Bench. Manufactured
from selected natural timbers from sustainable sources, this bench is
made without side rails to minimise weight, and has a 100mm balance
rail on the underside enabling use when inverted. Non-marking rubber
feet are fitted for stability and non-marking rubber buttons on the top
to prevent damage to both the bench top and the floor. Wooden batten
affixed at one end to allow attachment to other items.

Available in natural with a clear varnish finish, or in team colours with
the colour applied in the form of colour stain and varnish which does not
chip or crack. All the benches can also be supplied with castors to one
end to aid manoeuvrability, the castors only engage when the bench is
lifted. Tested to BS EN913. Bench top width 240mm.
Dimensions: width 330mm x height 340mm
Weight: 14kg (2m benches) 18kg (2.5m benches)

2m (6’6”) Benches

2.5m (8’) Benches

LBA100L
LBA105
LBA130
LBA131
LBA132
LBA133
LBA139
LBA140
LBA141
LBA142
LBA143
LBA149

18

Natural finish, length 2m		
Natural finish with castors, length 2m
Red, length 2m			
Green, length 2m		
Blue, length 2m			
Yellow, length 2m		
Set of 4, length 2m		
Red with castors, length 2m		
Green with castors, length 2m
Blue with castors, length 2m		
Yellow with castors, length 2m
Set of 4, with castors, length 2m

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

LBA110L
LBA115L
LBA150
LBA151
LBA152
LBA153
LBA159
LBA160
LBA161
LBA162
LBA163
LBA169

Natural finish, length 2.5m		
Natural finish with castors, length 2.5m
Red, length 2.5m		
Green, length 2.5m		
Blue, length 2.5m		
Yellow, length 2.5m		
Set of 4, length 2.5m		
Red with castors, length 2.5m		
Green with castors, length 2.5m
Blue with castors, length 2.5m
Yellow with castors, length 2.5m
Set of 4, with castors, length 2.5m

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

ACTIVRANGE
1

Foam Vault Box 1210mm High

1

4 section Foam Vaulting horse with carrying handles on each section.
The sections can be used individually or all together using the hook and
loop flaps, to make a 2, 3 or 4 section horse. Each section has an anti
slip base, and is 300mm high.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 1210mm x width 410mm (at top)
895mm (at base).
Weight: 40.6 kg

ACT650

2
3

2

Foam Vault 600mm High

3

3 section junior Foam Vault box with anti slip on the base of each section
so that the modules can be used individually or as a 2 or 3 section vault.
Easily attached together with hook and loop. Each section is 200mm
high
Dimensions: length 790mm x height 610mm x width 300mm (at top)
580mm (at base).
Weight: 8.18 kg

ACT655

ActivVault

At last! a vaulting box more suited to younger gymnasts. The box
comprises 3 sections each with hand holds for ease of lifting. The
padded top section can be used on its own for the development of
various gymnastic movements, and the colour coded sections could be
used to denote the height for groups of different abilities.
Dimensions: length 1340mm x height 630mm x width 680mm (at base)
420mm (at top).
Weight: 39.7 kg

ACT875
ACT876

ActivVault
Top only

4

4

5

ActivBalance Box

This ActivBalance Box can be used in a number of ways, with the top
removed it can be used as a double balance, while with the top on it can
be utilized as an exercise platform, or for sitting on. When inverted the
top features a balance rail at a low level, ideal for younger children. The
box has an enclosed base which can be used for storage of smaller items
of apparatus. The included Balance Plank, which can be stored within
the Box, is 1300mm long and can be attached to the end of the Box to
give an inclined walkway.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 300mm x width 490mm (at base)
300mm (at top).
Weight: 18 kg

ACT900
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

5

Junior Vault Box

This colourful Junior Vault Box comprises 4 sections in different colours,
with a well padded vinyl top and has a wheeling device for easier
transport. The timber top can be used separately. Manufactured in
natural timber from sustainable sources and colour stained to provide a
long lasting natural looking finish. Also available in natural, without the
wheeling device.
Dimensions: length 1350mm x height 830mm x width 800mm (at base)
450mm (at top).

LBX931
LBX930

Multicoloured, with wheeling device
Natural			

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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ACTIVRANGE
4
1

5

2

6

3

1

ActivSoft Beam

Practise your balancing skills on this beam manufactured with cross
linked foam covered in soft vinyl. This gives a firm but comfortable
surface for younger children.
Dimensions: length 2500mm x height 80mm x width 240mm (at base)
150mm (at top).
Weight: 2.9 kg

ActivSoft Wide Wedge

ACT956
ActivSoft Segmented Beam

Constructed from cross linked foam covered in soft vinyl, this beam is
supplied in 600mm sections with hook and loop at each end so that
the beam length can be varied. Supplied as a set of 6 sections, giving a
total length of 3600mm, and packed in a lightweight holdall for ease of
transport.
Dimensions: length 3600mm x height 100mm x width 200mm (at base)
100mm (at top).
Weight: 3.5 kg

ActivSoft Truncated Wedge

This wedge features a platform at the higher end so that a child can start
at the top, complete a forward or backward roll, then the cut off end
allows the child to stand up to complete the skill. Extra width allows for
sideways rolls too.
Dimensions: length 1000mm x height 480mm x width 750mm
Weight: 10.6 kg

ACT958

6

ActivSoft Box

Ideal for use with the springboard, but also suitable for various
gymnastic movements. Manufactured from lightweight polyethylene foam
with a soft vinyl cover.
Dimensions: length 700mm x height 500mm x width 650mm (at base)
450mm (at top).
Weight: 8 kg

ACT970

ACT957

20

An ideal introduction into the use of springboards, this is constructed
from lightweight polyethylene foam with a soft vinyl cover.
Dimensions: length 790mm x height 300mm x width 490mm
Weight: 5 kg

5

This extra wide wedge can be used for sideways as well as standard rolls
and is constructed from cross linked foam with a soft vinyl cover.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 500mm x width 1000mm
Weight: 8.75 kg

3

ActivSoft Springboard

ACT960

ACT950

2

4

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

ACTIVRANGE
1
2

3

4

5

6
1

It’s all about Balance

Manufactured from natural timber and plywood, this set is suitable for
younger children to encourage the learning of movement and balance
on different shapes at a safe height. The set consists of: 1 x Mini Balance
Beam in lime green, 1 x Timber Rocking Beam in purple, 1 x Junior
Wobble Board in red, 1 x Junior Rocker Board in yellow.
Dimensions: length 1220mm x height 160mm x width 300mm (packed).

ACT200

2

Junior Rocking Beam

A timber rocking beam which can be used to rock from side to side
teaching balance control.
Dimensions: length 600mm x height 70mm x width 100mm
Weight: 1.06 kg

ACT205

3

Timber Mini Balance Beam

A small balance beam manufactured from natural timber and colour
stained in a bright lime green for visual interest. Suitable for younger
children.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 90mm x width 100mm
Weight: 2.12 kg

ACT201

4

7

Junior Wobble Board

A timber Junior Wobble Board which can be used for both balance and
to exercise and tone muscles.
Dimensions: height 50mm x diameter 300mm
Weight: 0.52 kg

ACT203
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

5

Junior Rocker Board

A timber Junior Rocker Board suitable for teaching balance control and
can be used standing, sitting or kneeling.
Dimensions: length 300mm x height 50mm x width 300mm
Weight: 0.87 kg

ACT202

6

ActivNumber Beam

This unique multicoloured balance beam has a jointing system allowing
it to be used at two different heights, as well as on an incline. Can be
adjusted quickly and easily. The numbers 1-10 are engraved along the
top surface of the beam enabling cross curricular activities.
Dimensions: length 2400mm x height 150mm (lowest setting) 340mm
(highest) x width 100mm
Weight: 18 kg

ACT980

7

ActivZigZag

A colourful set of balance boards with connectors which can be
arranged in various shapes, i.e. zig zag, square, circle. Each board
has an engraved design to give different sensations underfoot. The set
comprises 8 boards and 8 connectors in red, blue, green and yellow.
Each board is 600mm long x 100mm wide, and the height when used
with the connectors is 40mm.
Dimensions: length 290mm x height 695mm x width 290mm (boxed).
Weight: 9.7 kg

ACT920
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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BALANCE

1
Adjustable
to 3 height
settings

2

2

3

Junior Floor Balance

Simple natural timber balance bar with 65mm wide top, and rubber
grips under the feet for stability. Available in 2 lengths.
Dimensions: length 1500mm x height 95mm x width 65mm (top).
Weight: 3 kg

LMP450

1500mm

Dimensions: length 2100mm x height 95mm x width 65mm (top).
Weight: 3.3 kg

LMP475

3
1

Eurobeam

Three beams in one! Our unique jointing system allows you to convert
this 150mm high floor beam to either a 340mm high training beam or
to an inclined beam in seconds. No screws pins or other fixings involved.
Designed principally for younger children, this 100mm wide beam is
easy to assemble, use, move and store.
Dimensions: length 2400mm x height 150mm (at lowest) 340mm (at
highest setting) x width 100mm
Weight: 18.15 kg

LME400

22

Linking Beam

The Linking Beam is manufactured using natural timber, with steel
powder coated combined feet and hooks with safety clips. Can be used
between pieces of equipment, or inclined to the floor as an access/exit
point, or can be used as a freestanding low floor beam. Available in 2
lengths.
Dimensions: length 2130mm x height 100mm x width 100mm (top).
Weight: 7.25 kg

PFE030

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

2130mm

Dimensions: length 3000mm x height 100mm x width 100mm (top).
Weight: 9.90 kg

PFE035
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

2100mm

3000mm

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

BALANCE
Adjustable
to 2
heights

1

2

1

Floor Balance Bars

3

An ideal introduction to bar work. Quality 65mm wide timber bar which
can be adjusted to 165mm or 245mm high. Available in a natural
polished finish or carpet covered.
Dimensions: length 2440mm x height 165mm x width 65mm
Weight: 13.5 kg

LMP100
LMP105

2

Natural timber
Carpet covered

3

Carpet Floor Beam

A training beam with a 100mm wide carpeted covered surface, and
timber feet for stability. Ideal for beginners.
Dimensions: length 3660mm x width 100mm
Weight: 20 kg

LMP120
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Training Beam

A natural progression from floor balance beams is this 610mm high
training beam, constructed with blue powder coated steel legs, and a
100mm wide carpet covered timber bar.
Dimensions: length 3660mm x height 610mm x width 100mm
Weight: 28 kg

LMP110
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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BALANCE BENCHES
Plywood
to

Compliant
with EUTR

EN636: 2003

Class 2

1

1

Plytech Balance Bench

A sturdy and popular addition to our balance bench range, this bench is
both robust and relatively lightweight. Manufactured from 25mm thick
plywood that has a 100% hardwood high-quality core construction with
single piece face veneers. Fitted with rubber covered feet to prevent
marking, and rubber buttons to protect both the bench top and the
floor when inverted. Features a 100mm balance rail on the underside
enabling use when turn upside down. A batten is provided at one end to
enable the bench to be attached to other equipment. The plywood used
is backed by a robust audit process to ensure compliance with European
Union Timber Regulations (EUTR) and the European Construction
Products Regulation (CPR). Plywood Specifications: EN636: 2003, Class
2. Available in natural with a clear varnish finish, or in team colours with
the colour applied in the form of colour stain and varnish which does not
chip or crack. Bench top width 240mm.

Dimensions: width 295mm x height 320mm
Weight: 12 kg (1.8m benches) 16 kg (2.4m benches)

LBA600
LBA601
LBA602
LBA603
LBA604
LBA610
LBA611
LBA612
LBA613
LBA614

Natural finish, length 1.8m
Red, length 1.8m
Green, length 1.8m
Blue, length 1.8m
Yellow, length 1.8m
Natural finish, length 2.4m
Red, length 2.4m
Green, length 2.4m
Blue, length 2.4m
Yellow, length 2.4m

For our ActivBench range
please see pages 17-18

2

2

Euro Bench

Manufactured from a timber based material that will not warp or shrink,
this balance bench is particularly suited to nursery or primary school
use and where a lower cost option is required. Can be used with either
the 230mm wide top or the 100mm wide balance rail uppermost.
Supplied with rubber buttons on the top and rubber feet on the base for
floor protection. The bench has a pair of hooks at one end to enable
attachment to other equipment. Castors can be supplied fitted to one
end to allow the bench to be moved more easily. Bench top width
230mm.

24

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Dimensions: width 300mm x height 290mm
Weight: 15 kg (1.8m benches) 20 kg (2.4m benches)

LBE180
LBE185
LBE240
LBE245

Hooks one end, length 1.8m		
Hooks one end with castors, length 1.8m
Hooks one end, length 2.4m		
Hooks one end with castors, length 2.4m

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

BALANCE BENCHES
Timber to
FSC/PEFC
Standards

1

24 months
Guarantee

Traditional Balance Bench

This is the product for which Niels Larsen is renowned and on which
it has built its reputation. The bench is skilfully crafted from selected
kiln dried pine from sustainable sources, with each bench leg jointed
into the bench top and the bench foot while the balance rail is dovetail
jointed to the leg, producing a bench with optimum structural stability.
Hardwood fillets are inserted into the bench tops to prevent splitting.
Hardwearing non-marking rubber feet provide stability and protect the
floor, and rubber buttons on the 29mm thick top provide protection when
the bench is inverted enabling a 100mm balance rail on the underside.
1.83m (6’) Benches

LBB059
LBB050
LBB060
LBB065
LBB061

2.67m (8’9”) Benches

No hooks		
No hooks with castors
Hooks one end		
Hooks one end with castors
Hooks both ends

Durable nylon hooks enable the bench to be attached securely to other
equipment or climbing frames. The bench is also available with castors
for ease of movement (the castors engage only when the opposite end of
the bench is lifted). Bench top width 252mm.
Dimensions: width 340mm x height 330mm
Weight: 11 kg (1.83m benches) 17 kg (2.67m benches) 24kg (3.35m
benches)

LBB088
LBB080
LBB089
LBB085
LBB090

No hooks		
No hooks with castors
Hooks one end		
Hooks one end with castors
Hooks both ends

3.35m (11’) Benches

LBB109
LBB100
LBB110
LBB115
LBB111

No hooks		
No hooks with castors
Hooks one end		
Hooks one end with castors
Hooks both ends

*against manufacturing faults - this assumes regular maintenance

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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BALANCE BENCHES

Lita

®

1

Lita® Bench

Probably the lightest (and most well designed!) bench you can buy.
Ideal for easy movement and storage, particularly in primary schools.
The frame is manufactured in aluminium for minimal weight and can
be supplied with either a timber top or an upholstered padded top,
manufactured using flame retardant vinyl and foam, in a choice of 4
colours. The bench can also be used inverted as the base is fitted with
an unobstructed 100mm carpeted balance rail. The top is protected
from damage when used upside down by large specially designed
rubber buttons that provide excellent grip and stability. A pair of durable
nylon hooks are provided at each end to link the Lita® Bench to other
equipment. Bench top width 225mm.
Dimensions: length 2400mm x width 330mm x height 360mm
Weight: 15.5 kg (timber top) 13.7 kg (upholstered top)

26

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

LBL700
LBL701
LBL702
LBL703
LBL709
LBL900
LBL901
LBL902
LBL903
LBL909

Timber top, Red		
Timber top, Green
Timber top, Blue
Timber top, Yellow
Timber top, Set of 4
Upholstered Padded top, Red		
Upholstered Padded top, Green
Upholstered Padded top, Blue
Upholstered Padded top, Yellow
Upholstered Padded top, Set of 4

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

BALANCE BENCHES
Available
in three
lengths

1

Upholstered Steel Balance Bench

A robust red powder coated steel framed bench with a comfortable
upholstered and padded top, manufactured using flame retardant vinyl
and foam. Coated metal hooks at each end enable the bench to be
attached to climbing frames, trestles, agility tables and the like. The
heavy duty rubber feet are non-marking and provide stability and protect
the floor.
1.5m (5’) Benches

LPB010
LPB011
LPB012
LPB013
LPB014
LPB015
LPB018
LPB019

Red
Green
Blue
Yellow
Purple
Orange
Set of 6
Set of 4

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

The bench top is available in a choice of 6 colours, or in a set of 6 (one
of each colour) or a set of 4 (one each of red, green, blue and yellow).
Available in three lengths. Bench top width 240mm.
Dimensions: width 330mm x height 370mm
Weight: 13.5 kg (1.5m benches), 17.1 kg (2m benches), 20.5kg (2.5m
benches)

2m (6’6”) Benches

LPB040
LPB041
LBP042
LPB043
LPB044
LPB045
LPB048
LPB049
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Red
Green
Blue
Yellow
Purple
Ornage
Set of 6
Set of 4
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

2.5m (8’) Benches

LPB050
LPB051
LPB052
LPB053
LPB054
LPB055
LPB058
LPB059

Red
Green
Blue
Yellow
Purple
Orange
Set of 6
Set of 4

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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AGILITY TABLES & TRESTLES
1

2

3

1

ActivTrestles

Manufactured from robust powder coated steel with non marking
rubber feet for stability. Bars on three sides for the attachment of linking
equipment while the fourth side is free to enable stacking. Painted in
‘traffic light’ colours of red, amber and green. Also available in plain
blue.

LAR405
LAR410
LAR415
LAR400
LAR061
LAR091
LAR122
LAR200

2

Green 940mm ActivTrestle
Amber 1040mm ActivTrestle
Red 1140mm ActivTrestle
Set of 3 (one of each size)
Blue 940mm Trestle
Blue 1040mm Trestle
Blue 1140mm Trestle
Set of 3 (one of each size)

Heavy duty powder coated steel trestles which can be folded for easy
storage. Non marking rubber feet give stability. Ideal for use with linking
and bridging apparatus to create challenging agility stations to learn or
enhance gymnastic skills.

28

Yellow 900mm Trestle
Blue 1200mm Trestle
Red 1500mm Trestle

LAT030
LAT046
LAT061
LAT076
LAT091
LAT107
LAT140
LAT145
LAT150
LAT160

Orange 518mm Table
Purple 651mm Table
Yellow 783mm Table
Blue 941mm Table
Green 1093mm Table
Red 1238mm Table
Set of 4 tables (300, 460, 610 and 760mm)
Set of 4 tables (460, 610, 760 and 910mm)
Set of 4 tables (610, 760, 910 and 1070mm)
Set of 6 tables (300, 460, 610, 760, 910 and 1070mm)

Complete with a transport/storage trolley.

LAT170

Set of 3 (one of each height)

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Agility Tables

A range of very robust powder coated steel framed agility tables with
colour coded upholstered and generously padded tops, providing a
range of options for use with linking and bridging apparatus. Non
marking rubber feet for stability. Now uniquely available with the options
of a transport/storage trolley. Available individually, or in sets:

Folding Trestles

LAR900
LAR800
LAR500
LAR950

3

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Set of 6 tables (300, 460, 610, 760, 910 and 1070mm)

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

AGILITY TABLES & TRESTLES
1

2

3

4
5

3

1

A more versatile shape is used for this agility table resulting in 5 sides
rather than the usual 4. Manufactured from aluminium for a lighter
weight and ease of movement. Well padded tops with non marking
rubber feet for stability. Linking equipment can be added to all 5 sides
and the tables are easily stackable.
Dimensions: length 908mm (at top) x depth 607mm (291mm at straight
edge)

Steel Movement Tables

LAT304
LAT306
LAT308
LAT310
LAT390

Robustly constructed with a powder coated steel frame, and finished
with an upholstered padded top to give a large working area. Rungs all
around the table enable linking equipment to be added from all sides.
Non marking rubber feet give stability. Available in three heights and
three colours, as follows:
Dimensions: height 400mm x diameter 960mm
Weight: 13.5 kg

LAT800
LAT801
LAT802

Red top

4

Green top

Red top
Green top

2

Red top, height 1000mm, Weight 9kg
LitaTables Set 4, one of each size, Weight 31kg

LitaFolding Trestles

LAR210

Red top
Green top

5

Blue top

Manufactured from light but strong aluminium tubing with a silver finish,
these movement tables have a hexagonal shaped top, are well padded
and upholstered in vinyl. Non marking rubber feet. Table top diameter is
800mm.

Yellow top, height 400mm, Weight 10kg
Blue top, height 600mm, Weight 10.9kg

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Blue top, height 800mm, Weight 8.5kg

Dimensions: height 1800mm (opened) 1900mm (closed) x width 850mm
(at base) 620mm (at top) x 1380mm deep (at base when open)
Weight: 9.9 kg

LitaMovement Tables

LAT215
LAT210

Green top, height 600mm, Weight 7kg

LAR205

Blue top

Dimensions: height 840mm x diameter 1220mm
Weight: 35kg

LAT820
LAT821
LAT822

Yellow top, height 400mm, Weight 6.5kg

Manufactured using strong but light aluminium tubing, these folding
trestles are a versatile part of our Agility range and are suitable for use
with a large array of linking equipment pieces. Non marking rubber feet
for stability.
Dimensions: height 1420mm (opened) 1500mm (closed) x width 670mm
(at base) 620mm (at top) x 1180mm deep (at base when open)
Weight: 8.9 kg

Blue top

Dimensions: height 600mm x diameter 960mm
Weight: 15kg

LAT810
LAT811
LAT812

LitaTables

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Upholstered Stools

These robust stools are manufactured from steel with a long lasting
powder coated finish and red upholstered tops for comfort. Linking
equipment can be attached to all four sides and at different heights so
catering for all abilities. Hard wearing non slip rubber feet for stability.
All stools are 600mm2.

LAS700
LAS850
LAS999

Stool height 700mm, Weight 9.4kg
Stool height 850mm, Weight 10.3kg
Stool height 1000mm, Weight 12.4kg

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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AGILITY SETS
1
2

3

4

Agility Sets
A range of Agility Sets combining linking and agility pieces to enable
the teaching of various gymnastic skills to a range of age groups and
abilities. The pieces can be used individually, combined with others in the
set, or with other equipment such as climbing frames. Manufactured in
powder coated steel and natural timber from sustainable sources, with
well padded table tops.

1

Agility Set 10 pieces

The set comprises the following items:
1 x LAT076 Agility Table, height 760mm
1 x LAT091 Agility Table, height 910mm
1 x LAR415 Trestle, height 1220mm
1 x LAR410 Trestle, height 910mm
1 x PFE020 Cat Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x PFE010 Parallel Bars, length 2130mm
1 x LAP857 Timber Storming Plank, length 2130mm
1 x PFE040 Linking Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x LAP116 Timber Slide, length 1830mm
1 x PFE030 Linking Beam which can also be used as a freestanding
beam, length 2130mm

PGK010

2

Linking Set 5 pieces

All manufactured in powder coated steel with covered end hooks at each
end, with safety clips.
The set comprises:
1 x PFE010 Linking Parallel Bars, length 2130mm
1 x PFE020 Linking Cat Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x PFE030 Linking Balance Beam, length 2130mm
1 x PFE040 Linking Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x PFE050 Linking Pole, length 2130mm

PGK105
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3

Agility Set 5 pieces

The set comprises:
1 x LAT091 Agility Table, height 910mm
1 x LAT076 Agility Table, height 760mm
1 x LAP116 Timber Slide, length 1830mm
1 x LAP857 Timber Storming Plank, length 2130mm
1 x PFE030 Linking Beam which can also be used floor standing, length
2130mm

PGK050

4

Agility Set 19 pieces

A large and colourful comprehensive set of equipment which can be
used in numerous configurations, the set comprises:
1 x LAT160 Set of 6 Agility Tables (300, 460, 610, 760, 910, 1070mm)
1 x LAR400 Set of Coloured Trestles (610, 910, 1220mm)
2 x PFE030 Timber/Steel Linking Beams, length 2130mm
1 x LAP116 Timber Slide, length 1830mm
1 x LAP857 Timber Storming Plank, length 2130mm
1 x LAP700 Padded Timber Plank, length 2130mm
1 x PFE010 Linking Parallel Bars, length 2130mm
2 x LAP807 Timber Planks, length 2130mm
1 x PFE020 Linking Cat Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x PFE040 Linking Ladder, length 2130mm

PGK020
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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AGILITY SETS
2

1

1

Key Stage 1 Agility Equipment Set

The set comprises 7 pieces, as follows:
1 x LAT030 Agility Table, height 300mm
1 x LAT046 Agility Table, height 460mm
1 x LAT061 Agility Table, height 610mm
1 x LAT800 Movement Table, height 400mm
1 x LAP700 Timber Padded Plank, length 2130mm
1 x LAP807 Timber Plank, length 2130mm
1 x PFE020 Linking Cat Ladder, length 2130mm

2

Key Stage 1 Agility Equipment Set Large

The set comprises 14 pieces, as follows:
1 x LAT030 Agility Table, height 300mm
1 x LAT046 Agility Table, height 460mm
1 x LAT800 Movement Table, height 400mm
1 x LAR405 Trestle, height 6109mm
1 x LPB015 Upholstered Steel Balance Bench, length 1500mm
1 x PFE010 Linking Parallel Bars, length 2130mm
1 x PFE020 Linking Cat Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x PFE040 Linking Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x LAR900 Steel Folding Trestle, height 900mm
1 x LMP450 Junior Balance Beam, length 1500mm
1 x LAP700 Timber Padded Plank, length 2130mm
1 x LAP857 Storming Plank, length 2130mm
2 x LAP807 Timber Planks, length 2130mm

PGK210

PGK200

4

3

4

3

Key Stage 2 Agility Equipment Set

The set comprises 7 pieces, as follows:
1 x LAT061 Agility Table, height 610mm
1 x LAT076 Agility Table, height 760mm
1 x LAT091 Agility Table, height 910mm
1 x LAT810 Movement Table, height 600mm
1 x LAP808 Timber Agility Plank, length 2440mm
1 x LAP700 Timber Agility Plank, length 2130mm
1 x PFE020 Linking Cat Ladder, length 2130mm

PGK215
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Key Stage 2 Agility Equipment Set Large

The set comprises 14 pieces, as follows:
1 x LAR900 Folding Steel Trestle, height 900mm
1 x LAT076 Agility Table, height 760mm
1 x LAT091 Agility Table, height 910mm
1 x LAT810 Movement Table, height 600mm
1 x LAR415 Trestle, height 1220mm
1 x PFE040 Linking Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x PFE050 Linking Pole, length 2130mm
1 x PFE020 Linking Cat Ladder, length 2130mm
1 x LAP700 Timber Padded Plank, length 2130mm
1 x LAP857 Timber Storming Plank, length 2130mm
2 x LAP808 Timber Planks, length 2440mm
1 x LPB045 Upholstered Steel Balance Bench, length 2000mm
1 x PFE010 Linking Parallel Bars, length 2130mm

PGK205
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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LINKING EQUIPMENT

1
2
3
4
6
5

Linking Equipment
A range of durable and robust powder coated steel linking pieces which
can be used with trestles, agility tables, climbing frames and more,
providing bridging and entry or exit points. There are coated hooks at
each end of the equipment with additional safety clips to ensure safe
attachment to other pieces. All items are available in three lengths
2130mm, 2056mm or 1856mm. The 1856mm and 2056mm lengths
can be used in conjunction with the Rainbow Frame and Kaleidoscope
Frames respectively when they are in a ‘T’ position, and together with the
Fixed Wall Ladder.

1

Parallel Bars

Will help to develop upper arm strength or can be used simply for
traversing.

PFE010
PFE500
STF550

2

Red, length 2130mm x width 455mm
Orange, length 2056mm x width 510mm
Green, length 1856mm x width 510mm

Linking Beam

This can also be used as a freestanding beam.

PFE030
PFE510
STF111

3

Red, length 2130mm x width 100mm (beam) 225mm (legs)
Orange, length 2056mm x width 100mms (beam) 225mm (legs)
Green, length 1856mm x width 100mm (beam) 225mm (legs)

Linking Ladder

Helps to teach different forms of traversing or hanging activities.

PFE040
PFE515
STF220
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Red, length 2130mm x width 350mm
Orange, length 2056mm x width 510mm
Green, length 1856mm x width 510mm
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

4

Linking Cat Ladder

Provides a more challenging form of traversing, or can be used for
swinging or hanging activities.

PFE020
PFE505
STF600

5

Red, length 2130mm x width 240mm
Orange, length 2056mm x width 240mm
Green, length 1856mm x width 240mm

Linking Single Pole

Can be used singly for hanging, swinging or traversing, or two bars can
be used as parallel bars.

PFE050
PFE520
STF440

6

Red, length 2130mm x diameter 25mm		
Orange, length 2056mm x diameter 25mm
Green, length 1856mm x diameter 25mm		

Linking Sets

Comprising one each of Parallel Bars, Linking Ladder, Linking Beam,
Linking Cat Ladder and Linking Single Pole, in one length and one
colour.

PGK105
PFE525
PGK106

Red, 5 Piece Set length 2130mm
Orange, 5 Piece Set length 2056mm
Green, 5 Piece Set length 1856mm

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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4
5
6
1

ActivLadder

Constructed from natural timber with metal coloured rungs, this versatile
ladder can be used to bridge between items of equipment or can incline
to the floor providing a safe entry or exit with higher pieces. Powder
coated steel end hooks provide a secure fixing to other equipment.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 100mm x width 360mm
Weight: 7.75 kg

ACT610

2

ActivSnake Beam

Manufactured from natural timber from sustainable sources, with powder
coated steel feet and large rubber bungs for stability, this balance beam
can be used as a free standing floor beam, or for linking between other
pieces of equipment. The snake graphic adds interest as well as using
colours and numbers for cross curricular activities. Timber beam length
1830mm, width 140mm.
Dimensions: length 1930mm (overall) x height 100mm x width 140mm
(225mm icluding feet).
Weight: 8.7 kg

ACT635

3

ActivSpot Beam

A really versatile balance beam which can be used as a floor beam, or
as a linking element between pieces of equipment. Powder coated steel
feet with non-marking rubber bungs for stability with a natural timber
beam, the top surface of which is 100mm wide. Timber beam length
1830mm.
Dimensions: length 1930mm (overall) x height 100mm x width 100mm
(225mm including feet).
Weight: 6.51 kg

ACT630

4

7
5

ActivDome Plank

A natural timber plank with 6 coloured domes alternating along the
length of the plank to give additional variety and visual interest. The
domes are coloured red, blue, green, yellow, orange and purple. Battens
with non marking rubber pads at each end allowing for a variety of
linking options.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 7.39 kg

LAP920

6

ActivFoot Plank

Manufactured from natural timber from sustainable sources, the foot
graphics incorporate colours and numbers for cross curricular activities.
The plank has battens at each end enabling it to be used as a linking
element as well as for allowing access to higher items of equipment.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 6.28 kg

LAP950

7

ActivSnake Plank

Natural Timber plank with a snake graphic incorporating numbers and
colours for cross curricular activities. Battens with non marking rubber
pads at both ends to allow for a variety of linking options.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 6.28 kg

LAP940

ActivBlock Plank

A natural timber plank with 6 coloured blocks alternating along the
length of the plank to give additional variety and visual interest. The
blocks are coloured red, blue, green, yellow, orange and purple.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x height 90mm x width 210mm
Weight: 6.11 kg

LAP930
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Timber to
FSC/PEFC
Standards

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

This ActivAgility Range of junior agility and
linking equipment is sure to encourage
children with its bright colours and innovative
additions

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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LINKING EQUIPMENT

1

2
3

4

Timber to
FSC/PEFC
Standards

3

Manufactured in natural timber and available in 4 lengths, all 205mm
wide.

5
Linking Equipment
Particularly suited for primary school use this range of linking equipment
is constructed without side rails to reduce weight, and with timber battens
at each end. The battens are fitted with non marking rubber pads for
extra stability. The planks can be used to bridge between equipment or
as an entry or exit to other pieces of equipment.

1

Timber Slide

Manufactured in natural timber, with side rails on the top side for
protection. Available in 3 lengths, all 250mm wide.

LAP116
LAP117
LAP118

2

Slide length 1830mm
Slide length 2130mm
Slide length 2440mm

Manufactured in natural timber with battens across the face of the plank
to aid climbing. Available in 3 lengths, all 205mm wide.
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Plank length 1830mm

4

Plank length 2440mm
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Plank length 1830mm
Plank length 2130mm
Plank length 2440mm
Plank length 2740mm

Padded Plank

Add versatility to your agility equipment with this padded plank which
gives a more comfortable working surface making it particularly suitable
for younger children or therapeutic use. Battens with rubber pads at each
end allow stable attachment to other items of equipment. Available in 3
lengths, all 210mm wide.

LAP700
LAP705
LAP710

Plank length 2130mm
Plank length 2440mm
Plank length 2740mm

Linking Ladder

Robust ladder, manufactured from natural timber with round timber
rungs. The powder coated steel hook fittings at each end have
additional spring clips to allow for safe attachment between other
items of equipment. Available in 2 lengths, both 453mm wide (403mm
internally).

LAD210
LAD110

Plank length 2130mm

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

LAP806
LAP807
LAP808
LAP809

5

Storming Plank

LAP856
LAP857
LAP858

Timber Plank

Ladder length 2100mm
Ladder length 3100mm

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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7
1

4

Timber Agility Planks

Manufactured from natural timbers from sustainable sources, these
planks are traditionally constructed with side rails at each side to provide
additional strength. All the planks are 250mm wide. Available with either
hooks at both ends or hooks at one end with rubber floor protectors at
the other end, and in 4 lengths.

LAP183
LAP184
LAP213
LAP214
LAP274
LAP275
LAP305
LAP306

2

length 1830mm with hooks at one end

length 3100mm x width 453mm
length 2100mm x width 453mm

Linking Beam

length 2130mm with hooks at one end

A versatile linking beam manufactured with natural selected timbers
with powder coated steel combined legs and hooks. It can be used as a
freestanding low balance beam, as a linking piece between other items
of equipment, or inclined to the floor providing entry or exit to other
pieces. Width of the beam surface is 100mm. Available in 2 lengths.

length 2130mm with hooks at both ends
length 2740mm with hooks at one end
length 2740mm with hooks at both ends

PFE030
PFE035

length 3050mm with hooks at one end
length 3050mm with hooks at both ends

length 2130mm x width external 400mm width internal 360mm
length 2740mm x width external 400mm width internal 360mm
length 3050mm x width external 400mm width internal 360mm

Aluminium Parallel Bars

Constructed from strong lightweight aluminium with hooks and safety
clips at each end and suitable for bridging between other items of
equipment and climbing frames. Available in 2 lengths.

PFE200
PFE300

LAD110
LAD210

5

6

Constructed from strong but lightweight aluminium, with steel end hooks
and safety pins at each. Suitable for bridging between other items of
equipment such as trestles, agility tables, climbing frames etc. Available
in 3 lengths.

3

Robust ladder manufactured from natural timber with round timber
rungs. The powder coated steel hook fittings at each end have additional
spring clips to allow for safe attachment to other items of equipment.
Available in 2 lengths, both 453mm wide (403mm internally).

length 1830mm with hooks at both ends

Aluminium Agility Ladder

LAD213
LAD274
LAD300

Timber Bridging Ladder

length 2000mm x width 400mm internally, (weight 5kg)
length 3000mm x width 400mm internally, (weight 7.5kg)

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

length 2130mm x width 100mm
length 3050mm x width 100mm

Aluminium Agility Pole

Constructed from strong but lightweight aluminium, with steel end hooks
and safety pins at each end. Can be used individually or in pairs to form
parallel poles to bridge between other items of equipment or climbing
frames. Available in 3 lengths.

LAL213
LAL274
LAL300

7

length 2130mm x diameter 48mm
length 2740mm x diameter 48mm
length 3050mm x diameter 48mm

Linking Equipment Trolley

This durable blue powder coated steel trolley for linking equipment
provides a storage and transport solution in one trolley. The large non
marking wheels, two of which are braked, provide easy manoeuvrability.
The trolley can be used for most items of linking equipment such as
planks, ladders, poles etc.

ETR404

length 1630mm x width 480mm x height 490mm, (weight 10kg)

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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GYM TIME
The only system of its kind to be endorsed by British Gymnastics

• Versatile
• Safe

• Lightweight
• Interchangeable

Gym Time is the only system of its kind to be endorsed by British Gymnastics.
It is a versatile modular system created to accommodate the maximum number of activities that takes place in the teaching of gymnastics.
Comprising of a range of trestles (the smaller sizes being suitable for use even at Key Stage 1), trestles tops, various linking equipment and other
cleverly designed pieces of equipment which are all compatible with each other to offer an unending number of variations. To assist hand grip the
equipment has been designed with larger tubes which also allows for lightness without sacrificing strength. A unique fastening system allows children
to participate in setting up for class and the large rubber feet means that the apparatus will not move or slide in use. The system has been designed to
eliminate all finger, limb and head traps and is in line with the requirements of PE in the National Curriculum.
It is also compatible with traditional equipment.
To accompany the range there is a Support Pack that includes suggested layouts, worksheets (in a printable PDF format) and a CD that contains warm
up music. All items available individually or in varying pack sizes.

1
Unique fastening
System

Space Saving Storage

Unending Variations

Gym Time Starter Pack
LGT600 Gym Time Starter Pack		

1

2

LGT600 Gym Time Starter Pack, consisting of:

LGT020
LGT030
LGT040
LGT050
LGT080
LGT090
LGT100
LGT110
LGT120
LGT130

36

Medium Trestle, height 760mm x 2
Small Trestle, height 450mm x 2
Plain Top, length 970 x width 430mm x 4
Top Pad, length 970 x width 430mm x 4
Hoop, length 2600mm x 1		

2

Hoop, length 2100mm x 1		
Single Bar, length 2050mm x 2
Ladder, length 1900mm x 1		
Balance/Slide Plank, length 1850mm x 1

This resource combines a set of 22 worksheets (in a printable PDF
format) on a CD along with detailed information on assembly, suggested
layouts, and storage. Also included is a CD containing warm up music.
The Support Pack is provided with an allen key that can be used for fixing
or removing the Top Pads from Trestles or Balance Benches.

LGT130

Support Pack x 1		
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Support Pack

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872
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GYM TIME
The only system of its kind to be endorsed by British Gymnastics

1

Invaluable Resource

1

Unending Variations

Unique fastening
System

Space Saving Storage

Bespoke Mat Set

Bespoke Mat Set and
Trolley

Complete Gym Time Pack

Suitable for both Key Stage 1 and 2 the Complete Pack includes the full
range of Trestle sizes which can be used with or without the Plain Tops
and Top Pads, together with a range of linking equipment and a Balance
Bench. Also included is the Support Pack containing suggested layouts,
worksheets (in a printable PDF format) and CD that contains warm up
music. The Complete Pack is also available with the Gym Time Mat
Set, this set of nine sandwich mats, constructed of a layer of lightweight
closed cell foam offering absorption and a layer of chip-foam offering
rebound properties, resulting in the most versatile combination for
primary school use. Covered in flame retardant vinyl, with a latex antislip base, supplied with an optional vertical Mat Trolley that will hold the
complete set of mats for easy storage and transportation.
Dimensions: (Mat) length 1200mm x width 910mm x thickness 25mm
Weight: 4kg

LGT925
LGT900
LGT920
SMG305
ETR462

Complete Gym Time Pack, with Mat Set and Trolley
Complete Gym Time Pack only		
Gym Time Mat Set and Trolley only		
Gym Time Mat Set only			
Gym Time Trolley only			

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

LGT900 Complete Gym Time Pack, consisting of:

LGT010
LGT020
LGT030
LGT040
LGT050
LGT060
LGT070
LGT080
LGT090
LGT100
LGT110
LGT120
LGT130

Large Trestle, height 1070mm x 2		
Medium Trestle, height 760mm x 2		
Small Trestle, height 450mm x 2		
Plain Top, length 970mm x width 430mm x 6
Top Pad, length 970mm x width 430mm x 6
Balance Bench, length 2400mm x 1		
Balance Bench Top Pad, length 2250mm x 1
Hoop, length 2600mm x 1			
Hoop, length 2100mm x 1			
Single Bar, length 2050mm x 2		
Ladder, length 1900mm x 1			
Balance/Slide Plank, length 1850mm x 1		
Support Pack x 1			

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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GYM TIME
The only system of its kind to be endorsed by British Gymnastics

1

Trestles & Tops used as
a Movement Table

2

Plain Top, Ladder
and Slide

3

Padded Top is easily
removed from Plain Top

4

2

Gym Time Single Bar

The Gym Time Single Bar is fitted at both ends with the Gym Time hook
and loop fixing system, this allows for quick and easy attachment to
other pieces in the range. It can be used suspended between equipment
for traversing, or can be used as support for other linking apparatus.
Used as a pair they can provide an adjustable form of parallel bars or as
asymmetric bars.
Dimensions: length 2050mm

LGT100

1

3

Gym Time Trestles

The Gym Time Trestle system is available in three different heights,
450mm, 760mm and 1070mm, the different sizes stacking easily inside
one another for easy storage. The Trestles can be used on their own
or with the Plain Top (LGT040) or Plain and Padded Top (LGT049) to
create an Agility/Movement Table, with a pair of Trestles of equal height,
fitted with Tops, can be combined to form a 914mm x 914mm Agility/
Movement Table. Both the Plain Top and the Padded Top can be easily
fitted and removed as necessary. The Tops are fitted with the Gym Time
hook and loop fixing system that allows the Tops to also be used as
linking elements between Trestles. The Gym Time hoops (LGT080 and
LGT090) can also be fitted onto any Plain Top.
Dimensions: length 940mm

LGT010
LGT020
LGT030
LGT049
LGT040
LGT050
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Large Trestle, height 1070mm
Medium Trestle, height 760mm
Small Trestle, height 450mm		
Plain and Padded Top		
Plain Top only			

A truly versatile piece of Gym Time linking equipment, it can be used
as a rigid climbing ladder up to or across to a Trestle and it can also be
used as a piece of free standing equipment, or when used with the Gym
Time Balance/Slide Plank (LGT120) transforms into a simple chute/slide
with side bars. Fitted at both ends with the Gym Time hook and loop
fixing system.
Dimensions: length 1900mm

LGT110

4

Gym Time Balance/Slide Plank

A multipurpose piece of equipment that can be used in its own right as
well as providing a rigidly held link between equipment. It may also be
reversed to reveal a simple 100mm wide beam at floor level to assist
with early balancing skills. Attach one end to a Trestle and it can be used
as a simple slide or use with the Gym Time Ladder (LGT110) to create
a slide with side bars. Fitted at both ends with the Gym Time hook and
loop fixing system. The Gym Time Hoops (LGT080 and LGT090) can
also be attached in two positions to provide additional versatility.
Dimensions: length 1850mm

LGT120

Padded Top only		
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Gym Time Ladder

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872
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GYM TIME
The only system of its kind to be endorsed by British Gymnastics

1

2

3

1

3

Gym Time Cat Ladder

Specially designed to have an offset irregular rung placement that
creates a more challenging activity that requires enhanced concentration.
Fitted at both ends with the Gym Time hook and loop fixing system so
can be used horizontally between any array of equipment or at an incline
for stepping/climbing activities. It can also be placed for hand over hand
swinging and hanging actions.
Dimensions: length 1900mm

LGT170

2

Gym Time Scramble Net

The Scramble Net, is a large piece of equipment that offers children
the challenging experience of working with a flexible climbing medium.
Fitted at both ends with the Gym Time hook and loop fixing system
allows it to be used as a bridge, on an incline or simply on its own on
the ground. Users can go over, under or through the net, the rigid sides
make the net safe for use by younger children.
Dimensions: length 1600mm x width 840mm

LGT160
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Gym Time Beam

A versatile addition to the range providing further exciting challenges
and is excellent for developing balancing and weight transference skills.
It can be used on the floor, inclined, or as a linking element between
Trestles or other pieces of equipment. All four sides of the beam are
different and can be used. Side 1: is 100mm wide with a plain wooden
surface. Side 2: is 200mm wide and is carpet covered. Side 3: is 100mm
wide with raised treads to aid climbing when the beam is inclined.
Side 4: is 200mm wide with blue, green, red and yellow circles on the
surface. It is fitted at both ends with the Gym Time hook and loop fixing
system and also has fixing points for the Gym Time Hoop (LGT080 and
LGT090).
Dimensions: length 2400mm

LGT140
Gym Time Total Pack
Containing the Gym Time Beam, Cat Ladder, Scramble Net, put to
together to further enhance and to add a new dimension to any Gym
Time equipment.

LGT930
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872
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GYM TIME
The only system of its kind to be endorsed by British Gymnastics

2
1

3

1

4

Gym Time Bouncer

3

This lightweight bouncer has been designed to complement the other
products in the Gym Time range as well as being a standalone item.
Featuring a fully sprung bed with generous padding, the bouncer
frame can be used either horizontally or inclined by simply adjusting
the pivoting leg. As with the other products in the Gym Time range the
bouncer is easily adjustable with tough hook and loop straps. Additional
straps are provided to secure the Bouncer Frame to any of the Gym
Time trestles for additional security. Used with two large trestles and a
single bar (to act as a safety rail) the Bouncer frame may be used as a
play item for pre-school and reception children as well as the budding
gymnast.
Dimensions: length 1025mm x width 850mm x height 350mm

LGT350

2

Gym Time Target Time

Developed as an aid to aiming and throwing, the targets ensure a high
success rate due to the whole of the board being covered in hook and
loop material. One board has a traditional bull’s eye arrangement
while the other has coloured shapes. The boards are fitted with the Gym
Time hook and loop fixing system to enable them to be fixed to large
Trestles, wall bars or similar. Supplied with 6 hook and loop bean bags
and 6 hook and loop badminton shuttles. To vary the game, rackets can
be used as opposed to the items being thrown. Supplied as a set of 2
boards.
Dimensions: height 1300mm x width 800mm

LGT150
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t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Gym Time Balance Bench

The ingenious design give this Balance Bench many advantages over the
traditional bench. The removable padded top provides either a plain or
padded bench top option, it simply unscrews from the underneath. Gym
Time Hoops can be located across or along the length of the bench. The
bench has been designed to give a continuous smooth surface either as
a bench or a balance beam. It features a 100mm wide balance beam
on the underside and as part of the system can be arranged at a variety
of heights and inclines. The wider base of the legs increases stability in
use. The Gym Time hook and loop fixing system, fitted at both ends,
allows secure fixing to Trestles, in an inclined or suspended position. This
fixing system eliminates the risk of the bench slipping when attached to
other equipment.

LGT059
LGT060
LGT070

4

Balance Bench and Top Pad, length 2440mm
Balance Bench only, length 2440mm		
Top Pad only, length 2250mm		

Gym Time Hoops

Supplied in a length as opposed to a pre-formed ring. In use the Gym
Time Hoops increase the versatility of the system as they can be fitted,
quickly and easily, along the length and width of the Gym Time Balance
Bench Top, Balance/Slide and Trestle Top. Available in two colours and
two lengths.

LGT080
LGT090

Yellow, length 2600mm
Red, length 2100mm

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

GYM TIME
The only system of its kind to be endorsed by British Gymnastics

1

2

1

Gym Centre

The Gym Centre is an exciting addition to the Gym Time range and
consists of three frames, each with a different range of activities. The
frames are joined together, and open out into a T or Y configuration to
present a multitude of activities, and various linking possibilities. At the
end of the lesson the Gym Centre is easily folded away against the wall
and as the frames fold one on top of another only a small amount of
wall space is needed. Frame 1 is a rope frame and is fixed directly to
the wall for extra rigidity - it features the same activities that are found
on larger more expensive rope frames but at a comfortable height
for younger children. The frame is supplied complete with one plain
climbing rope, one knotted climbing rope and a climbing rope ladder.
Frame 2 is a conventional style climbing frame featuring horizontal bars.
The curved design makes it possible for children to start climbing at a
low height to begin with, then climbing higher as they gain confidence.
Frame 3 is an in and out frame which introduces children to a more
free style climbing experience which also includes different shapes and
textures. All three frames are less than 2000mm high (total height of
unit 2500mm) and like all the products in the Gym Time range are
ergonomically designed to suit younger children. The space requirements
for the Gym Centre fixed in a Y configuration is 3000mm from the
wall x 3500mm wide. A further 2000mm circulation area around the
equipment is recommended.
Dimensions: height 2500mm x width 2000mm x depth 200mm (from wall,
when folded)

LGT300
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

2

Gym Centre Mat Set

The Gym Centre Mat Set comprises of six pieces and three infills. The
mats are 30mm thick and have hook and loop flaps allowing them to
be securely fixed around the frame. The clever design and the ability to
change the layout of the Mat Set allows them to be used in three different
configurations, T, Y and T/Y (subject to available anchor points for the
frame) and are also suitable for use with the Kaleidoscope Frame and
the Rainbow Frame. The Mat Set is available with a vertical Mat Trolley
that will hold the complete set for easy storage and transportation. Or as
an added value package, that will extend the range of movements and
activities of the Gym Centre itself, they are available with three pieces
of popular Gym Time Linking equipment (LGT100 Single Bar, LGT110
Ladder, LGT120 Balance/Slide Plank), which all can be used from the
frame to the floor, or attached to other Gym Time or Traditional pieces of
equipment.

LGT303
LGT315
RAN150
ETR462

Gym Centre Mat Set, with trolley		
Gym Centre Mat Set, with Linking Equipment
Gym Centre Mat Set only			
Gym Time Trolley only			

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

1

Rainbow Frame

This durable and colourful steel climbing frame is suitable for use in
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 activities. Constructed of 32mm diameter
steel tube within a 50 x 25mm box section frame, the powder coated
finish provides wear and scratch resistance. It can be used in both the
‘T’ and ‘Y’ positions, or even ‘T/Y’, and is braced with two steel ladders
for additional stability. Each gate is 1830mm wide and is available in 3
heights with a choice of 6 gate designs. When folded against the wall the
frame occupies an area of 2000mm wide x 240mm deep x the chosen
height.

RAN090
RAN100
RAN115

Rainbow Frame height 2400mm
Rainbow Frame height 2750mm
Rainbow Frame height 3000mm

The standard colour for each design of gate is shown, with purple
bracing ladders, but special colours or other combinations can be made
to order, please contact our sales office for details.

RAN001
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RAN002

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

RAN003

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

RAN004

RAN004

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

RAN006

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

2

‘T’
Position

‘Y’
Position

‘T/Y’
Position

1

Rainbow Frame Accessory Set

The accessory set provides the Fixed Wall ladder and the Mat Set, with
a range of linking pieces comprising a Linking Ladder, Linking Pole,
Linking Beam (which can also be used as a freestanding beam), a
Linking Cat Ladder and Linking Parallel Bars.

RAN175

2

Rainbow Fixed Wall Ladder

The activities on this frame can be extended by the installation of a fixed
wall ladder, which can then be used with linking equipment to bridge to
one gate when set out in the ‘T’ configuration.

3

STF330

3

Climbing Frame Mat Set

A set of 30mm thick mats is also available - this can be used whether the
Frame is in the ‘T’, ‘Y’ or ‘T/Y’ configurations and has hook and loop
flaps to hold the mats in position securely. Also available with a trolley
for both transport and storage.

RAN150
LGT303

Complete Mat Set		
Complete Mat Set with storage trolley

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

1

Kaleidoscope Frame

A vibrantly colourful and robust timber climbing frame particularly suited
to smaller halls. The frame comprises 3 gates, incorporating a fireman’s
pole, a rope ladder with colourful wooden rungs, a climbing rope with
knots that is fixed at both ends, powder coated metal oval rings all in
addition to the standard ladder sections.
The frame is manufactured from high quality timbers from sustainable
sources while the colour is provided by the application of colour stains,
giving a colourful finish which does not crack or peel like paint, and
allowing the wood grain to show.
The frame can be used in both ‘T’ and ‘Y’ configurations or even a ‘T/Y’
configuration. Additional support is provided by two bracing ladders
which anchor into the floor.
Dimensions: Each gate is 2438mm in height and 1830mm wide, requiring
only 2000cm of wall space when folded. Other sizes or colours can be
made to order - please contact our sales office for more information.

JCF100
Kaleidoscope Fixed Wall Ladder
A very useful optional extra is the Timber Fixed Wall Ladder which, when
the frame is in a ‘T’ position allows linking items to be used bridging
from the wall ladder to 1 gate of the frame, so allowing more children to
use the frame (not illustrated).

JCF120
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t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

FIXED EQUIPMENT

1

2

1

Climbing Frame Mat Set

A Climbing Frame Mat Set designed to fit the Kaleidoscope Frame, with
6 mats and 3 infills, all 30mm thick, which allow the set to be used in
three different configurations. The mats have hook and loop attachments
on the underside to allow the mats to be fixed around the frame securely.
Can also be supplied complete with a small vertical mat trolley which is
large enough to accommodate the full set, but small enough to transport
easily.

RAN150
LGT303

Complete Mat Set		
Complete Mat Set with vertical mat trolley

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

2

Linking Equipment Set

The steel Linking Equipment Set features 5 linking items to fit between the
Fixed Wall Ladder and the gate of the Kaleidoscope Frame when in a ‘T’
position, with hooks and safety clips at each end of each item. The set
comprises 1 x Linking Ladder, 1 x Parallel bars, 1 x Linking Beam, which
can also be used as a floor standing beam, 1 x Linking Cat Ladder and
1 x Linking Pole, all 2056mm long.

PFE525
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

1

Spectrum Frame Range

The Spectrum range is the most popular and the most versatile in our
range - it can be supplied in a number of configurations such as a
3 gate frame, a double frame with either a side by side wall storage
position or where space is limited a foldover format, or as a single gate
frame. It is traditionally constructed with timber uprights with a choice of
oval timber bars (CFT coded range) or brightly coloured powder coated
steel bars (CFC coded range).
Depending on the nature of the site and customer preference the frame
can be either wire braced or ladder braced for additional stability. Please
note that on the 3 gate frame if the wire braced option is chosen the

46

frame can only be used in a ‘Y’ configuration, while the ladder braced
option allows for both the ‘T’ and the ‘Y’ positions The units are easily
opened and closed even by younger children, and when stored required
only a relatively small wall area.
Each gate is 2740mm wide and 3050mm high but other sizes can be
manufactured to suit the site and customer requirements. There are 8
gate designs available with timber oval bars and 8 with coloured steel
bars.

SPEC01
SPEC02

Spectrum Frame 3 gate, wire braced
Spectrum Frame 3 gate, ladder braced

CFT001

CFT002

CFT003

CFT004

CFT005

CFT006

CFT908

CFC909

CFC001

CFC002

CFC003

CFC004

CFC005

CFC006

CFC908

CFC909

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

FIXED EQUIPMENT
‘T’
Position

‘T/Y’
Position

1

‘Y’
Position

45°

1000mm
30°

1802mm

732mm
1386mm

2802mm

2

3

1

Spectrum Climbing Frame Mat Set

A mat set is now available for the 3 gate climbing frame with hook
and loop flaps to hold the mats securely in place. The 3 gate mat set
consists of 6 larger mats 2802mm long x 1000mm wide x 30mm
thick, with 3 smaller infills which allows the set to be used in 3 different
configurations.

SPEC10

2

Spectrum Fixed Wall Ladder

The Spectrum 3 gate climbing frame can be further extended by the
addition of a Fixed Wall Ladder to use with the frame in the ‘T’ position
(therefore the frame must be ladder braced for this option). This enables
linking pieces to be attached bridging between the wall ladder and one
gate of the frame. The Wall ladder is of timber construction with coloured
steel rungs.

FWL100

3

Spectrum Accessory Set

The Fixed Wall Ladder can also be purchased complete with the
following linking accessories: Timber Linking Ladder 3m, Linking Beam
3m (which can also be floor standing), and Linking Aluminium Parallel
Bars 3m.

SPEC03
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

2

1

Double and Foldover Frames

The 2 gate version of the Spectrum Frame, the Double Frame, is
permanently connected and braced by a rigid bar that provides a unit
of exception stability. This rigid bar also offers the option of attaching
climbing ropes and or rope ladders to the frame (up to 4 attachment
points - a rope ladder would need 2). For storage these frames are
folded side by side against the wall, but if space is limited a Foldover
version is available where the two frames sit together requiring less
space. However this option would not allow for the attachment of ropes.
Both versions offer either wire or ladder braced options depending on
the site requirements and customer preference.

DOUB01
DOUB02
FOLD01
FOLD02
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Double Frame 2 Gate, wired braced		
Double Frame 2 Gate, ladder braced		
Double Frame 2 Gate, wired braced foldover version
Double Frame 2 Gate, ladder braced foldover version

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

2

Double Frame Accessory Sets

The Double Frame Accessory Set comprises a Timber Linking Ladder, 2 x
Aluminium Single Poles and a Timber Linking Beam (which can also be
freestanding), and is available both with and without a storage trolley.
All these pieces will fit between the 2 gates of frame, or can be used in
conjunction with trestles, agility tables etc.

DOUB05
DOUB06

Double Frame Linking Accessory Set			
Double Frame Linking Accessory Set with Storage Trolley

Double Frame Mat Set
The mat set for the Double Frame consists of 6 mats , each 1000mm
x 1470mm x 30mm thick with hook and loop flaps to hold the mats
securely in position. Please advise colour required, most options
available (not illustrated).

DOU005
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

2

3

4

Hardwood
with steel
core

High
quality
laminated
hardwood

1

3

Single Frame

The Single Hinged frame is the simplest in our range and is an ideal low
cost provision for climbing and movement, or where used when space is
very limited.

SING01
SING02

2

Single Frame 1 gate, wire braced
Single Frame 1 gate, ladder braced

Specials

If you have special requirements please contact our sales office to
disscuss - examples of previous special installations are illustrated.

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Hand Rings

High quality Hand Rings are manufactured with laminated hardwood.
Other attachments can be fitted by request.

RPF380
RPF400

4

Hand Ring Single			
Hand Ring Single with webbing and D ring

Trapeze Bars

Manufactured in hardwood with steel core and securely designed end
fittings.

RPF350
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

2

1

Hinged Rope Frame

A very popular unit, particularly where the roof structure is unsuitable
for overhead trackways. The combination of a diagonally braced steel
double top rail and wire bracing to the wall offers exceptional stability
and rigidity during use. Manufactured from tough powder coated steel,
the hinged rope frame stores flat against the wall when not in use.
The standard width is 3800mm and the height overall is 3780mm but
these can be altered to suit most requirements. The units are supplied
with either 4 plain ropes, or 3 ropes and a rope ladder, but again this
arrangement can be altered to suit.

3

RFA300
RFA305

2

Rope Frame with 4 Ropes			
Rope Frame with 3 Ropes and Rope Ladder

Hinged Booms

Hinged Booms are a versatile arrangement used in gymnasia both in
schools and MOD facilities. The units are wall fixed and easily wheeled
into position on non marking rubber tyred wheels, held rigidly in place
by simply operated wall mounted bracing wires. A braced top steel
section also helps to ensure maximum stability during use.

BSD910
BSD920

3

Ropes available in 28mm or 36mm diameters

50

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Single Double Boom 3600mm wide x 4200mm high
Single Double Boom 3600mm wide x 5200mm high

General Ropework

Climbing Ropes are manufactured in 28mm diameter (3.5”
circumference) for juniors or 36mm diameter(4.5” circumference) for
seniors in finest quality hemp/synthetic hemp for indoors or polyester
for outdoors. Each rope is fitted with a metal clamp at the upper end
and shrink sealed at the lower end to prevent fraying. Rope ladders
are ruggedly constructed using lacquered hardwood turned rungs and
16mm diameter polyhemp rope. All ladders are supplied with a two
point fixing. Climbing ropes can be supplied with knots as a teaching aid
if required.
For more information please contact our sales office

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

FIXED EQUIPMENT
1

2

1

Wall Bars
Timber
from
FSC/PEFC
certified
sources

A traditional element in gymnasia and familiar to a generation
of gymnasts, the Niels Larsen wall bars are featured in countless
installations, both in the UK and overseas. Although the wall bars are
supplied in single sections units they can be installed in any multiples
required. All necessary fittings for assembly such as steel angle brackets
and wall pads are included, but wall fixings are not as requirements are
so varied.
Dimensions: height 2690mm x width 880mm

WBS100

2

Wall Bars Single Section

Pull Up Bar

Constructed to fit standard wall bars, these pull up bars are very easily
fitted and sit securely on the bars.They are 710mm wide and 610mm
high, projecting 300mm from the wall bar rungs. Can be used at any
suitable height.

WBS800

3

Pull Up Bar to fit Wall Bars

3

Ballet Barre

High quality 47mm diameter timber barre, polished as standard, but
can be supplied unpolished on request. It is recommended that at least 1
bracket is used per 1 metre of barre.

BAR100
BAR400
BAR101
BRK800

Barre 3m polished
Barre 4m polished
Barre 4.5m polished
Barre Bracket		

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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SPRINGBOARDS
1

2

3

4

5

4

Springboards
A selection of gymnastic springboards to suit all abilities, all with a
carpeted surface and non marking rubber feet for stability

1

Junior Springboard

A sturdy springboard suitable for juniors and beginners, with wheels
at one end for easy transport using the hand hold at the other end.
Manufactured with birch ply on a powder coated steel frame, covered
with antimicrobial carpet. Max user weight approx. 45kg.
Dimensions: length 700mm x height 130mm x width 400mm
Weight: 6.4 kg

LRE005

2

Short Springboard

This is a shorter version of the full sized springboard ideal for use by
younger children as a transitioning piece before progressing to the larger
board. Carpet covered to provide comfort and cushioning underfoot.
Max User weight approx 50kg.
Dimensions: length 800mm x height 140mm x width 500mm

Standard School Springboard

An excellent carpet covered springboard ideal for school and general
institutional use. Constructed to BS EN 913.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 135mm x width 600mm
Weight: 20 kg

LRE010
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Constructed from specially moulded plywood this springboard has a
padded and upholstered top and is suitable for both school and club
use. Constructed to BS EN 913.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x height 180mm x width 600mm
Weight: 21 kg

LRE020

5

Springboard Surrounds

Manufactured from soft vinyl with a foam interior, the springboard
surround is supplied in sizes to fit both the standard and senior level
springboards. The surround can also be supplied as a single section to
protect the top half of the springboard or with additional arms which
give full length protection that simply attach with hook and loop.
Dimensions: length 1490mm x height 180mm x width 1000mm
Weight: 5.71 kg

LRE160

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Springboard surround to fit LRE020 Top Section only

Dimensions: length 1490mm x height 130mm x width 1000mm
Weight: 4.41 kg

LRE170

Springboard surround to fit LRE010 Full Length

Dimensions: length 700mm x height 130mm x width 1000mm
Weight: 2.74 kg

LRE175
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Springboard surround to fit LRE020 Full length

Dimensions: length 700mm x height 180mm x width 1000mm
Weight: 3.73kg

LRE165

LRE030

3

Senior Springboard

Springboard surround to fit LRE010 Top section only

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

VAULTING BOXES
1

2

2
1

Plytech Vaulting Boxes

A new addition to our vaulting range, these sturdy vaulting boxes are
constructed from a durable plywood which complies with European
Union Timber Regulations (EUTR) and the European Construction
Products Regulation (CPR). Plywood Specifications: EN636: 2003, Class
2. The boxes are finished with a clear lacquer and have a well-padded
upholstered top in a choice of covering, either a hard wearing vinyl or
a very durable and hardwearing green canvas. Hand Holds in the end
section enable easier movement. Available in two sizes, both 1295mm
long.
Single section Vaulting Box
Dimensions: height 600mm
Weight: 33 kg

LBX600
LBX605

Single section with vinyl cover
Single section with canvas cover

Double section Vaulting Box
Dimensions: height 1200mm
Weight: 63 kg

LBX120
LBX125

Two sections with vinyl cover		
Two sections with canvas cover

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Traditional Vaulting Boxes

A range of traditional Vaulting boxes constructed using timber from
sustainable sources with generously padded tops covered in high quality
selected natural hide or durable canvas. Fully interlocking corner blocks
fitted into each section ensure that the boxes are secure and rigid in use.
Available with or without a foot lever operated wheeling device (please
note that to retro fit this is an expensive option as it requires factory
fitting).
A Type Vaulting Box 4 sections
Dimensions: height 1020mm
Weight: 75 kg + 2 kg for wheeling device

LBX940
LBX980
LBX941
LBX981

A Type Vault Box with Hide Top		
A Type Vault Box with Canvas Top		
A Type Vault Box with Hide Top and Wheeling Device
A Type Vault Box with Canvas Top and Wheeling Device

B Type Vaulting Box 5 sections
Dimensions: height 1270mm
Weight: 75 kg + 2 kg for wheeling device

LBX950
LBX985
LBX951
LBX986

B Type Vault Box with Hide Top		
B Type Vault Box with Canvas Top		
B Type Vault Box with Hide Top a Wheeling Device
B Type Vault Box with Canvas Top and Wheeling Device

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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BAR BOXES
1

Timber to
FSC/PEFC
standards

Hide / Canvas

Optional wheeling
device

2

Bar Boxes
Our range of Bar Boxes has something for all abilities with sturdy but
light timber construction with well padded tops. The Traditional Bar Boxes
are now available with either a high quality hide or green hardwearing
canvas covered padded tops.

1

ActivBar Box

A junior version of the Traditional Bar Box incorporating colour as
encouragement for younger children. Manufactured with timber uprights,
brightly coloured steel bars, and a comfortable padded vinyl top. The
1240mm long x 640mm wide top is large enough for a huge range of
activities and movements.
Dimensions: length 1240mm x height 680mm x width 640mm at top
1020mm at bottom
Weight: 36 kg

ACT600

2

Traditional Bar Boxes

Traditional timber Bar Box built using timber from sustainable sources to
BS 1892, with 50mm diameter rungs which enable either easier access
or exit to and from the top or also suitable for the addition of linking
equipment. The well padded top is covered in high quality selected
hide or durable canvas. The two lower heights of bar box incorporate a
wooden platform so that the box can be used as 2 separate pieces for
additional versatility. Available with or without a wheeling device.
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t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Dimensions: length 1260mm x height 910mm x width 825mm at base
Weight: 58.5kg + 2kg for wheeling device

LBX036
LBX037
LBX038
LBX039

Hide Top, 2 sections with platform			
Hide Top, 2 sections with platform and wheeling device		
Canvas Top, 2 sections with platform			
Canvas Top, 2 sections with platform and wheeling device

Dimensions: length 1260mm x height 1070mm x width 912mm
Weight: 63.5kg + 2kg for wheeling device

LBX042
LBX043
LBX044
LBX055

Hide Top, 3 sections with platform			
Hide Top, 3 sections with platform and wheeling device		
Canvas Top, 3 sections with platform			
Canvas Top, 3 sections with platform and wheeling device

Dimensions: length 1260mm x height 1270mm x width 960mm
Weight: 69kg + 2kg for wheeling device

LBX050
LBX051
LBX052
LBX053

Hide Top, 3 sections, without platform			
Hide Top, 3 sections with wheeling device, without platform
Canvas Top, 3 sections, without platform			
Canvas Top, 3 sections with wheeling device, without platform

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

VAULTING HORSES & BUCKS
1

Quality natural hide

Height adjustable legs

Pommels to FIG
specification

2

2
Vaulting Horses and Bucks
Niels Larsen Vaulting Horses and Bucks are traditionally manufactured
with padding and covered in high quality selected natural hides. The
steel legs are height adjustable. The removable pommel handles are to
FIG specifications

1

Square Ended Horse

Like the Slope Neck Horse, this is also available with or without the FIG
specification pommels, and with or without castors. The steel legs are
adjustable from 915mm to 1350mm.
Dimensions: length 1600mm x height 330mm x width 340mm
Weight: 64 kg

LVH078
LVH079
LVH080
LVH081

Square End Horse			
Square End Horse with castors, no pommels
Square End Horse with pommels, no castors
Square End Horse with pommels and castors

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

3

Slope Neck Horse

The Sloping Neck Horse is available with or without pommels, and with
or without castors at one end to aid transport. Legs adjustable from
915mm to 1350mm.
Dimensions: length 1630mm x height 330mm x width 340mm
Weight: 65 kg

LVH088
LVH089
LVH090
LVH091

3

Slope Neck Horse			
Slope Neck Horse with castors, no pommels
Slope Neck Horse with pommels, no castors
Slope Neck Horse with pommels and castors

Vaulting Buck

The Vaulting Buck steel legs are height adjustable from 1000mm to
1630mm, and is available with or without castors to aid transportation.
Dimensions: length 640mm x height 330mm x width 340mm
Weight: 31 kg

LVH100
LVH101

Vaulting Buck		
Vaulting Buck with castors

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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MATTING

1

2

2

1

These polyester topped mats are colour and shape coded for cross
curricular activities and feature an anti slip base. Set of 4 containing 1
each of red, blue, green and yellow. Set of 6 containing 1 each of red,
blue, green, yellow, orange and purple. Not recommended for use in
landing situations.
Dimensions: length 900mm x height 7mm x width 430mm.
Weight: 0.3 kg (each)
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Set of 4

SMG800
SMG805

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

20mm reversible red/blue
40mm reversible red/blue

Similar to the above, but manufactured from polyethylene, are our
interlocking Jigsaw Mats with a tatami finish, suitable for Judo and
martial arts, as well as general exercise. The mats are reversible, with
a firm outer surface and a softer core to give improved resilience.
Waterproof (temporary outdoor use) with a wipe clean surface.
Dimensions: length 1000mm x width 1000mm

SMG820

Set of 6

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Jigsaw Mats

Manufactured from EVA foam these jigsaw mats are easy to assemble
and light to handle. Available in two thicknesses to suit a range of
activities such as aerobics, children’s play areas, general exercise,
boxing, combat training and martial arts. The mats are reversible, red
on one side, blue on the other, and easy to maintain being waterproof
(temporary outdoor use) with a wipe clean surface. Supplied complete
with edge pieces. Latex Free. 2 thicknesses available.
Dimensions: length 1000mm x width 1000mm

Colour Shape Mats

MIR259
MIR300

Supplied with edge
pieces

40mm reversible green/red

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

MATTING
1

2

1470mm
1000mm

1947mm

m
900m

3

4

732mm

45°

30°

1386mm

1802mm

1000mm

2802mm

‘T’

‘Y’

‘T/Y’

3
1

Climbing Frame Mat Set

To fit the Rainbow, Kaleidoscope Frame and the Gym Centre
This colourful mat set is constructed using lightweight foam covered with
heavy duty flame retardant PVC and a latex anti slip base. The mats have
hook and loop attachments on the underside to enable the mats to be
fixed around the frame securely. The set comprises 6 mats and 3 smaller
infill mats which enable the set to be used in 3 different configurations,
the usual ‘T’ and ‘Y’ layouts, also a ‘T/Y’ layout where one gate of the
frame is in a ‘T’ position and the other in a ‘Y’ position. The standard
colours are as shown but other colours can be made to order.
Dimensions: length 1947mm x width 900mm x thickness 30mm (each)

RAN150

Climbing Frame Mat Set		

The set can also be supplied complete with a small vertical mat trolley
which is large enough to accomodate the full set, but small enough to
transport and store the set easily.

LGT303

2

Climbing Frame Mat Set c/w Mat Trolley

Double Frame Mat Set

The set of 6 lightweight mats sits comfortable within the two gates of
the double frame, with additional hook and loop flaps to hold the mats
in place securely. The standard colours are red, blue or black but other
colours can be made to order.
Dimensions: length 1470mm x width 1000mm x thickness 30mm (each)

DOU005

With a similar layout to that of item RAN150 but produced in a larger
size in order to fit the Spectrum frame. Comprising 6 mats plus 3 infill
mats to enable use in 3 different configurations. Constructed from
chipfoam with a heavy duty PVC cover and latex anti slip base, with the
addition of hook and loop flaps to enable the mats to be fitted around
the frame securely. Standard colours are as shown but other colours can
be supplied to order. Available in either 25mm or 30mm thickness.
Dimensions: length 2802mm x width 1000mm

SPEC10
SPEC11

4

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Spectrum Frame Mat Set, 30mm thick
Spectrum Frame Mat Set, 25mm thick

Gym Time Mat Set

A set of mats ideal for use with our range of Gym Time Equipment. The
mats are constructed from a layer of chipfoam together with a layer
of lightweight foam so giving the benefits of both types of mats - the
layer of chipfoam giving good rebound properties while the layer of
lightweight foam gives good absorbtion and a lighter weight. The set
comprises 9 mats in red (other colours available to order).
Dimensions: length 1200mm x width 910mm x thickness 25mm (each)

SMG305

Gym Time Mat Set

The Gym Time Mat Set can also be supplied complete with a mat trolley
giving easy transport and storage in one. The trolley is constructed from
powder coated steel and fitted with durable non marking rubber tyred
castors, two of which are braked.

LGT920

Double Frame Mat Set

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Spectrum Frame Mat Set

Gym Time Mat Set complete with Trolley

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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Chipfoam Mats

These tough, economical all purpose gym mats are constructed from
145kg/m3 high density chipfoam covered in heavy duty flame resistant
PVC fabric overlapping the base. Superior reinforced latex anti slip base.
All corners are welded and sealed. Flame retardant to BS 1892:2003
High Hazard Classification (Ignition Source 5) and manufactured in
accordance with BS12503-3 2001. Available in blue, red and black please state colour required.

SMG100
SMG110
SMG120

1.2m x 0.91m x 25mm (4’ x 3’ x 1”)

3

1.8m x 1.2m x 25mm (6’ x 4’ x 1”)

Multi Purpose Mats

Multi Purpose Mats are designed for use in schools and leisure centres as
a general purpose mat suitable for Gymnastics, Judo, Karate and other
Martial Arts. Constructed from 195kg/m3 chipfoam core covered with
heavy duty flame retardant PVC and finished with a latex anti slip base.
They are manufactured in accordance with BS EN12503-3 2001, flame
retardant, tested to BS EN 1892-2 2003 and meet the High Hazard
classification. Available in red, green and blue - please state colour
required.

1.8m x 1.2m x 32mm (6’ x 4’ x 1¼”)

2

SMG700
SMG710

2m x 1m x 40mm (6’6” x 3’3” x 1½”)
1m x 1m x 40mm (3’3” x 3’3” x 1½”)

4

2

Agility Mats

Designed for rolling, tumbling and general gymnastic activities, these
hard wearing mats are constructed using 115kg/m3 density chipfoam
enclosed in a heavy duty PVC fabric and a superior reinforced latex
anti slip base. Retaining belt supplied with sizes 3.65m long and over
to enable rolling for easier storage. Tested to BS1892:2003 and meets
the High Hazard Classification (Ignition Source 5) and manufactured in
accordance with BS12503-3 2001. Mats 2440mm and over are rolled
and secured with a strap for easier storage and transport. Available in
blue, red and black - please state colour required.

SMG500
SMG510
SMG520
SMG530
SMG540
SMG550
SMG560
SMG570
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1.2m x 0.91m x 50mm (4’ x 3’ x 2”)

Club Judo Mats

Constructed from 225kg/m3 high density chipfoam for areas where a
superior heavy duty mat is required for Judo, Karate or other Martial
Arts. Covered with a Green or Red Tatami flame resistant PVC fabric
overlapping the base, with a superior reinforced latex anti slip base.
All corners are sealed and welded. Tested to BS1892:2003, meeting
the High Hazard Classification (Ignition Source 5) and manufactured
in accordance with BS EN 12503-3 2001. Available in red or green please state colour required.

1.8m x 1.2m x 50mm (6’ x 4’ x 2”)
2.44m x 1.2m x 50mm (8’ x 4’ x 2”)
3.05m x 1.2m x 50mm (10’ x 4’ x 2”)
3.65m x 1.2m x 50mm (12’ x 4’ x 2”)
4.57m x 1.2m x 50mm (15’ x 4’ x 2”)

SMG600
SMG610

5.48m x 1.2m x 50mm (18’ x 4’ x 2”)
6.10m x 1.2m x 50mm (20’ x 4’ x 2”)

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

4

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

2m x 1m x 40mm (6’6” x 3’3” x 1½”)
1m x 1m x 40mm (3’3” x 3’3” x 1½”)

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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1

Lightweight Mats

2

Light, rigid and easy to use, these Lightweight Mats are particularly
suitable for younger children. Constructed from low density closed cell
cross linked polyethylene foam, covered with heavy duty flame retardant
PVC fabric. Latex anti slip base. Manufactured in accordance with BS
EN 12503-3 2001 and flame retardant tested to BS EN 1892-3 2003.
Available in blue, red, green or yellow - please state colour required.

SMG200
SMG210
SMG220
SMG230

2

1.2m x 0.91m x 23mm (4’ x 3’ x 1”)
1.2m x 0.91m x 32mm (4’ x 3’ x 1¼”)

Sandwich Mats

As the name suggests these mats are of a sandwich construction with a
layer of lightweight closed cell foam offering absorbtion and a layer of
chipfoam offering rebound qualities. This mid weight mat is less prone
to ‘mat float’, and suitable for use for all ages. Covered in heavy duty
flame resistant PVC, with a superior reinforced latex anti slip base. They
are manufactured in accordance with BS EN12503-3 2001, are flame
retardant tested to BS EN 1892-2 2003 and meet the High Hazard
classification. Available in blue, red, green or yellow - please state colour
required.

SMG300
SMG310
SMG320
SMG330

1.8m x 1.2m x 23mm (6’ x 4’ x 1”)
1.8m x 1.2m x 32mm (6’ x 4’ x 1¼”)

1.2m x 0.91m x 25mm (4’ x 3’ x 1”)
1.2m x 0.91m x 32mm (4’ x 3’ x 1¼”)
1.8m x 1.2m x 25mm (6’ x 4’ x 1”)
1.8m x 1.2m x 32mm (6’ x 4’ x 1¼”)

3

3

Safety Mattresses

Essential for safer landing and building confidence during somersaults
and general Gymnastics, and also ideal for Parkour, Free Running and
Martial Arts. Constructed using superior high resistance combustion
modified foam with a flame retardant heavy duty nylon reinforced PVC
zipped cover with anti slip panels on the base. The covers have carrying
handles, breather holes to expel the air, and toggles to enable mattresses
to be connected to form a larger area.

SMG400
SMG410
SMG420
SMG430
SMG440
SMG450

Many of the mats in our range can be fitted
with hook and loop on two edges to allow
positive alignment to adjacent mats. Please
contact our Sales Office for more details and
costs.

1.8m x 1.2m x 102mm (6’ x 4’ x 4”)
1.8m x 1.2m x 203mm (6’ x 4’ x 8”)
2.44m x 1.2m x 203mm (8’ x 4’ x 8”)
2.44m x 1.37m x 203mm (8’ x 4’6” x 8”)
2.44m x 1.37m x 304mm (8’ x 4’6” x 12”)
3.04m x 1.52m x 304mm (10’ x 5’ x 12”)

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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4

1

3

Vertical Mat Trolley

This heavy duty trolley is robustly constructed from powder coated
tubular steel and features two carrying compartments with a tubular
central divider so providing additional support and making it easier
to add or remove mats. The trolley is fitted with four heavy duty non
marking swivel castors, two of which are braked for safety. Ideally suited
to carry fairly rigid mats such as the lighweight or sandwich type, sized
2m x 1m, 1.83m x 1.2m or similar. Carrying capacity is approx 16 x
25mm thick mats.
Dimensions: length 1920mm (including handle) 1780mm (excluding
handle) x width 530mm x height 1210mm. Each section is 220mm wide
internally
Weight: 42 kg

ETR450

2

Junior Vertical Mat Trolley

A smaller and lighter version of the Vertical Mat Trolley but of equally
durable construction, suitable for carrying rigid or semi rigid mats
sized 1.2m x 0.91m, 1m x 1m or similar. Fitted with four heavy duty
non marking castors, two of which are braked. This junior trolley has a
single carrying compartment with a capacity of 8-9 x 25mm thick mats.
Available in either blue or yellow.
Dimensions: length 1235mm (including handle) x width 350mm x height
980mm. Internal width is 280mm
Weight: 12 kg

ETR460
ETR462
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Blue

A durable heavy duty construction enables this trolley to stand up to the
toughest conditions. Powder coated steel throughout, fitted with heavy
duty non marking swivel castors, two of which are braked. The generous
2m long x 1.2m wide base is suitable for both 2m x 1m and 1.83m x
1.2m mats of most types. Detachable handle.
Dimensions: length 2000mm x width 12000mm x height 190mm
(including castors but not including the handle)
Weight: 43 kg

ETR440

4

Junior Horizontal Mat Trolley

A similar construction to the full sized trolley, this smaller version features
a platform 1290mm long x 910mm wide and is suitable for 1.2m x
0.91m or simlar sized mats of most types. This trolley is also suitable for
the transport and storage of the Niels Larsen sets of agility tables.
Dimensions: length 1290mm x width 910mm x height 190mm (without
handle) 900mm (with handle)
Weight: 26.5 kg

ETR420

5

Inclined Vertical Mat Trolley

Constructed in heavy duty powder coated steel, the red folding handle
on this mat trolley holds mats firmly in position, while the back is angled
for additional support and enables the easier removal or addition of
mats. Suitable for the more rigid type of mat, and can store approx 12
mats 2m x 1m or 1.83m x 1.2m, or more 1.2m x 0.91m mats side by
side. Fitted with four heavy duty non marking swivel type castors, two of
which are braked.
Dimensions: length 1980mm x width 560mm x height 1400mm (inc
castors)
Weight: 46 kg

ETR470

Yellow
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Horizontal Mat Trolley

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

MAT TROLLEYS
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1

3

4

3

5

Outdoor Mat Trolley

It is important that valuable cricket matting used on Cricket pitches, in
nets etc. is stored safely away from heat, frost and ‘accidental loss’. This
large-wheeled unit enables users to quickly and easily move lengths of
matting outdoors, over longer distances.
Dimensions: length 620mm x width 550mm x height 350mm
Weight: 12 kg

ETR490

1

4

Indoor Mat Trolley

Constructed from tubular steel. This handy unit will easily move and store
all types of Cricket matting, Bowls matting and similar items. Four rubber
tyred wheels, two of which are braked. Will transport up to three rolls of
matting.
Dimensions: length 1600mm x width 730mm x height 340mm
Weight: 10 kg

ETR480

2

Suitable for storage of Cricket, Bowls or Gymnastic matting. Complete
with two hand holds at either end. Centre hole for pole lifting.
Dimensions: length 2000mm x width 300mm
Weight: 9 kg

LMP050
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Manufactured from tubular steel with non marking swivel type castors,
two of which are braked. Holds over 100 aerobics mats. Supplied
flatpacked, a small amount of self assembly is required.
Dimensions: length 1100mm x width 850mm x height 1200mm
Weight: 34 kg

ETR400

5

Matting Creel

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Aerobics Mat Trolley

Mat Holders

Wall Mounted Mat Holders, constructed in blue powder coated steel,
providing ventilated storage. Hold up to 10 mats depending on
thickness.
Weight: 1.9 kg

ESS660
ESS860

Suitable for 600mm wide mats
Suitable for 800mm wide mats

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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REHABILITATION
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6

Since its inception in 1907, Niels Larsen
has been a supplier of products for the
physiotherapy, medical rehabilitation markets
and to the Ministry of Defence.

1

Arm Table

5

Well constructed table with easily cleaned laminate surface. Packs flat for
easy shipping and storage. A small amount of self assembly is required.
Dimensions: length 300mm x width 600mm x height 710mm

MED125

2

Stools

A very useful range of multi-purpose stools. Each stool has a hardwood
frame and easily cleaned lacquered surface. Finger slot provided in stool
tops.

MED120
MED121
MED122

3

A quintessential element in gymnasia, and familiar to generations of
gymnasts, Niels Larsen wall bars are featured in countless installations,
both in the UK and overseas. Although the wall bars are supplied as
single section units, they can be installed in any multiples desired. All
necessary fittings for assembly such as steel angle brackets and beech
wall pads are included. Wall Fixings not provided, as requirements are
so varied.
Dimensions: length 2692mm x width 870mm (per section)

WBS100
ActivRocker

6

400 x 400mm high (1’4” x 1’4”)

This Junior Rocker Board has a carpet covered top for comfort and grip
and like the wobble board can be used in sitting, kneeling or standing
position. Suitable for exercising and toning muscles while teaching
balance control.
Dimensions: length 300mm x width 300mm
Weight: 1 kg

450 x 450mm high (1’6” x 1’6”)

Wobble Board

MED110

ACT906

7

Rocker Board

Useful for ankle extension and flexion exercises. Sturdy construction with
warm cork non-slip surface.
Dimensions: length 500mm x width 500mm x height 76mm

MED115

62

Wall Bars

350 x 350mm high (1’2” x 1’2”)

Designed to assist in the exercising of ankles and knees. Warm cork nonslip surface and tough cruciform base.
Dimensions: diameter 500mm x height 77mm

4

7

ActivWobble

Our Junior Wobble Board is fitted with a carpet covered top for comfort
and grip and can be used standing, kneeling or sitting to exercise and
tone muscles. Good for increasing core strength and flexibility.
Dimensions: diameter 300mm
Weight: 0.7 kg

ACT905
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

1150mm

SEATING

1106mm

1600mm
2000mm

Wheel-Away Seating Units
The Wheel-Away Seating Units are suitable for both indoor and outdoor
use. The Units are constructed from 38mm sq. section power coated
steel throughout with hard wood timber laths coated with an exterior
finish. Each unit has four 100mm universal castors and rubber feet to
prevent floor markings. A provision is made for a ‘step through’ to the
upper tier and both units are designed to have a detachable upper tier
backrest. Single and multiple units provide low cost ‘arena’ seating. The
Three Tier unit has a seating capacity of 13 - 15 people while the Two
Tier has a seating capacity of 9 -10 people. Also available is a version of
either the 2 or 3 tier unit suitable for use in a damp environment, using
stainless steel fittings. Please contact our sales office for details.

Two Tier Unit, seats 9-10 people
Three Tier Unit, seats 13-15 people

1280mm

LMP222
LMP333

1634mm

1600mm
2000mm

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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Easily assembled

Innovative Storage

Clever Design

Trolley Available

Numerous Uses

1

Stage Blocks

The Stage Blocks are sturdy, portable and constructed from 15mm
natural Medite™ (high grade medium density fibreboard) with a white
ash frame, the top is covered with hardwearing carpet, which also
reduces the sound of foot-steps. The blocks can be easily put together
by either children or adults, then after use can be easily dismantled. The
ingenious production and design not only allows for simple assembly
and dismantling, but when not in use the base pieces fit neatly inside
the inverted top for easy storage. All units are available separately or
in ready made sets. The trolley to store and transport the units is also
available separately. (Some assembly is required).
Dimensions: Large Unit, length 750mm x width 750mm x height 400mm
			Step Unit, length 750mm x width 375mm x height 200mm

KNL750
KNL375
KNL400
KNL800
KNL720
ETR400

64

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Harvest Festival
Assembly Speakers
Showcasing Work
Sports Day

Large Single Unit (area 0.56m2)		
Step Unit				
4 Units and 1 Step unit (area 2.25m2)		
8 Units and 2 Step units (area 4.48m2)		
8 Units, 2 Step units and Trolley		
Storage Trolley only (1100 x 850 x 1200mm)

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

STAGING

1

• Compact
• Clever Design

1

• Versatile
• Portable

The Stage Pack

The Stage Pack consists of nine units in three heights which all store one
inside another onto a unique trolley base making storage and moving
simplicity itself. The versatility in use is a key feature of the Stage Pack.
The different sizes and heights of the rostra make it ideal for school
plays, concerts, speech days etc.
All the rostra feature a carpet covered top surface, ‘no-marking’ rubber
feet and the larger pieces have cut out hand holds for easy moving and
positioning. Storage space is always at a premium which is why the
Stage Pack has been specifically designed so that all the smaller units fit
onto the trolley base with the largest rostrum going on last and acting
as a cover. This carefully designed pack of staging is manufactured from
top quality materials by our own Yorkshire craftsmen and has a stored
size of only: 1220mm x 1220mm x 850mm.

KNL610
KNL620
KNL630
KNL640
KNL650
KNL660
KNL670
KNL680

Rostra A - 1200 x 1200 x 700mm high (4’ x 4’ x 2’4”)		
Rostra B - 1100 x 1100 x 200mm high (3’7” x 3’7” x 8”)
Rostra C - 1100 x 550 x 200mm high (3’7” x 1’10” x 8”)
Rostra D - 1000 x 500 x 200mm high (3’3” x 1’8” x 8”)		
Rostra E - 1100 x 550 x 400mm high (3’7” x 1.10” x 1’4”)
Rostra F - 1000 x 500 x 400mm high (3’3” x 1’8” x 1’4”)
Rostra G - 500 x 350 x 200mm high (1’8” x 1’2” x 8”)		
Trolley for Stage Pack				

Stage Pack Complete

KNL600

1 each of Rosta A, B, C, D, E, F and 3 of Rosta G and Trolley

Compact and neat

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Easily Stacked

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Non Marking Wheels

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

Carpet Covered top

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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Wall Aerobics Mat Storage

Wall Mounted Mat Holders, constructed in blue powder coated steel,
providing ventilated storage. Hold up to 10 mats depending on
thickness.
Weight: 1.9kg

ESS660
ESS860

2

Suitable for 600mm wide mats

Hoop Rack

Badminton Rack

Manufactured from powder coated steel, this robust wall mounted
Badminton racket storage rack is easily fixed to a convenient vertical
surface (fixings not included) and offers tidy storage for approx 30
rackets.

5

ESS630

ESS620

Tennis/Squash Rack

Suitable for both Tennis and Squash rackets, this compact storage is
constructed from powder coated steel and will hold approx 20 rackets
(wall fixings not supplied).

ESS650

6

Skipping Rope Rack

Keep your skipping ropes untangled with this compact storage rack
manufactured in heavy duty powder coated steel. Attach to any vertical
surface (fixings not supplied). Holds up to 500 skipping ropes approx.

66

4

ESS640

Suitable for 800mm wide mats

A simple alternative to a hoop trolley, this Hoop Rack can be attached to
any convenient vertical surface (wall fixings not supplied). Manufactured
using powder coated steel, the rack has a capacity of approx 100 hoops
of varying sizes.

3

6

Wall Brackets

A simple and inexpensive storage solution for linking equipment such as
ladders, poles, planks and similar. The hooks are manufactured from
durable powder coated steel, with a soft coating on the hook to prevent
accidental damage (wall fixings not supplied).

ESS600
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Pair

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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1

Storage Bins

A simple and economic solution to many storage problems. Capacious
white wire mesh storage bins that can be used individually or bolted
together to form a two or three high stacking unit with an open front for
easy access. Supplied flat packed including fixings to bolt to another unit.
A small amount of self assembly will be required.
Dimensions: length 1050mm x height 480mm x width 680mm (single unit)

ETR520
ETR529

2

Set of 3 units

Matting Storage Creel

Suitable for the storage of Cricket, Bowls and Gymnastic matting. Two
hand holds at each end and a centre hole for pole lifting.
Dimensions: length 2000mm x diameter 300mm

LMP050
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Tennis Ball Retriever

Plastic coated wire basket with folding arms, designed for the collection
and storage of tennis balls. When handheld and a little downward
pressure applied it will collect up to 70 tennis balls. Can also be inverted
to stand on the legs. Ideal for serving practice. Colours may vary.
Dimensions: length 385mm x width 265mm x height 320mm, height
standing on handles is 800mm

TRS745

4

Wire Baskets

These lightweight welded steel mesh storage baskets have an attractive
and durable coating and are available in four colours.
Dimensions: length 510mm x width 310mm x height 250mm

EBB210
EBB211
EBB212
EBB213
EBB219

Red Wire Basket		
Green Wire Basket
Blue Wire Basket
Yellow Wire Basket
Set of 4, 1 of each colour

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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Rounders Stick Baskets

White coated steel baskets, available both with and without internal
dividers. Will hold up to 9 sticks.
Dimensions: height 380mm x width 185mm x depth 185mm

JRS510
JRS520

4
1

Hockey Stick Racks

Heavy duty Hockey Stick Racks constructed from powder coated steel
with black plastic end caps for safety. Will hold up to 35 sticks. The
Mobile Rack has heavy duty wheels and a pulling handle.
Dimensions: widths 400mm x depth 300mm x height 650mm

ETR850
ETR855

2

Hockey Stick Rack

Hoop Trolley

Heavy duty powder coated steel trolley, designed to transport and store
up 100 hoops of varying sizes. Heavy Duty non marking castors.
Dimensions: length 590mm x width 450mm x height 1170mm

ESS610
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Giant Wire Basket

One of our most popular storage items, this welded white steel mesh
basket is supplied flat packed and includes a lid plus castors so a small
amount of self assembly is required.
Dimensions: length 860mm x width 590mm x height 450mm

EBB340

5

Mobile Hockey Stick Rack

With dividers

Linking Equipment Trolley

This blue powder coated steel trolley for linking equipment provides a
storage and transport solution in one trolley. The large non marking
wheels, two of which are braked, provide easy manoeuvrability.
Four compartments. The trolley can be used for most items of linking
equipment such as planks, ladders, poles etc.
Dimensions: length 1630mm x width 480mm x height 490mm

ETR404
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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1

A multipurpose storage trolley supplied complete with 4 large removable
coloured plastic storage boxes with integral cane/pole storage. Easily
manoeuvred via the 4 rubber non marking castors, two of which are
braked. Hoop storage attached.
Dimensions: length 1030mm x width 570mm (excluding Hoop Rack) x
height 900mm

Open Front Trolley

Manufactured from tubular steel with non marking swivel type castors,
two of which are braked. Supplied flatpacked so a small amount of self
assembly required. Suitable for the storage and transport of various
different products, from Aerobics Mats to a set of our Stage Blocks.
Dimensions: length 1100mm x width 850mm x height 1200mm

ETR710

ETR400

2

4

Mobile Basket Trolley

Ideally suited for use in primary schools, this trolley is supplied complete
with 4 wire baskets in primary colours, with an end storage section
suitable for longer items, and a removable 4 prong hoop storage
attachment. Fitted with heavy duty castors, two of which are braked.
Dimensions: length 1030mm x width 570mm (excluding Hoop Rack) x
height 900mm

ETR430
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Standard Storage Trolley

Organiser Trolley

Get organized with this 4 compartment trolley with additional storage
at one end for taller items such as hockey sticks etc. A removable wipe
off Writing Board is fitted into one end of the trolley for class objectives,
messages or anything you choose. Supplied with 4 wire baskets in
primary colours and removable hoop storage. Two of the four heavy duty
castors are braked.
Dimensions: length 1030mm x width 570mm (excluding Hoop Rack) x
height 900mm

ETR815
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk
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Whatever your storage needs,
we have a trolley for it!

Jumbo Storage Trolley

A large and heavy duty multipurpose storage trolley with a large full
height container suitable for hoops, hockey sticks, rackets and other
awkwardly shaped items. Three layers of large wire mesh pull out
drawers occupy the other side of the trolley, the top two layers containing
two baskets each, which can be accessed from either side of the trolley
while the third basket is full length. Fitted with non marking rubber tyred
castors, two of which are braked.
Dimensions: length 1155mm (excluding the handle which adds 105mm) x
width 800mm x height 945mm

ETR740

1

Large Equipment Storage Trolley

A very versatile and sizeable trolley with 4 removable plastic storage
boxes and a large integral wire storage container suitable for more bulky
items. Easily manoeuvered on the 4 non marking castors, two of which
are braked. An optional bolt on Hoop rack is also available, with 4 arms
and suitable for various sizes of hoops.
Dimensions: length 1400mm(excluding handle which is 90mm) x width
580mm x 950mm high.

ETR720
ETR702
ETR722
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Large Equipment Storage Trolley
Optional Bolt on Hoop Rack		
Storage Trolley complete with Hoop Rack
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

3

Deluxe Storage Trolley

A capacious and versatile storage trolley with both fixed and removable
storage and suitable for a wide variety of products. A large fixed
storage container provides storage for balls, bats, flying discs etc., while
the deeper fixed container is suitable for sticks, rackets and similar.
Underneath the ball storage are 4 removable plastic storage boxes
suitable for smaller items such as bean bags and balls. The unit is easy
to manoeuvre on its 4 non marking swivelling rubber castors, two of
which are braked.
Dimensions: length 1050mm (excluding the handle which adds 200mm) x
width 650mm x height 890mm

ETR700
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

STORAGE
1

2

3

1

4

Lunch Box Trolleys

A durable powder coated steel framed Lunch Box Trolley with mesh
shelves and rubber tyred castors, two of which are braked. Lightweight
and easy to manoeuvre with a scratch resistant finish. Supplied fully
assembled and ready to use. Single sided trolley with 3 shelves, holding
up to 30 lunch boxes.
Dimensions: length 1100mm x width 270mm x height 985mm

ETR100

Single Sided

3

Double sided trolley with 3 shelves on each side holding up to 60 lunch
boxes.
Dimensions: length 1100mm x width 515mm x height 985mm

ETR200

2

Additional plastic trays of various depths are available for the Multi Use
Trolley, as follows.

Double Sided

Multi Use Trolley

This lightweight but robust frame is supplied with 6 trays from a leading
manufacturer but will also fit trays from other suppliers. The depth of the
trays can be varied if required depending on the nature of the items to
be stored. Manufactured with blue powder coated steel, the frame has 4
non marking swivel castors, two of which are braked.
Supplied with the following trays:
2 x 80mm deep
2 x 150mm deep
1 x 200mm deep
1 x 300mm deep
Dimensions: length 1040mm x width 480mm x height 938mm

ETR150
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Plastic Trays

ETR902
ETR904
ETR905
ETR906

4

Yellow, 80mm deep
Blue, 150mm deep
Red, 220mm deep
Black, 300mm deep

Ball Carrier

This trolley is robustly constructed throughout using 4mm close mesh
welded steel wire with 6mm frame, and suitable for the storage of a
wide range of bulky items but particularly good for balls of varying sizes.
Hinged front flap drops down for easy access, and can be padlocked for
security (padlock not supplied). Non marking rubber tyred wheels, two of
which are braked.
Dimensions: length 1000mm x width 600mm x height 1050mm

ETR505
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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TRAMPOLINES
1

Fixed Safety Sides
The ultimate coaching aid enabling the instructor to stay close to the
performer at all times.

1

Club Trampoline

Manufactured from extra heavy duty steel tube with zinc plating to
provide scratch resistance and a hard wearing finish. The trampoline is
ideal for clubs and sports halls, and is supplied complete with coverall
pads, steel springs and either fixed safety sides or lift lower stands.
Rollerstands included with all models.
Dimensions: length 5100mm x width 3000mm x height 1050mm (open)

Folded

Folded & Lowered

These rollerstands facilitate folding and enable any trampoline to pass
through a standard size door when folded.

2

MTR105
MTR110
MTR115
MTR120
MTR125
MTR130

6mm bed			
6mm bed, lift/lower rollerstands
6mm bed, fixed safety side		
13mm bed			
13mm bed, lift/lower rollerstands
13mm bed, fixed safety sides		

School Trampoline
With a similar construction to the Club Trampoline, this popular model
is supplied complete with a set of coverall pads and steel springs.
Rollerstands included with all models.
Dimensions: length 4600mm x width 2700mm x height 1000mm (open)

MTR135
MTR140
MTR145

2

13mm bed		
With lift/lower rollerstands
With fixed safety sides

Spotting Deck

Robustly constructed with zinc plated folding and wheelaway framework
and fitted with shock absorbing compression springs. Fully adjustable
to suit most sizes of trampoline and supplied with wedge shaped safety
mats.

MTR210
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t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Pair

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

TRAMPOLINES
1

2

Laminated construction
for additional strength

1

Trampoline Steps

2

Designed to assist access to a standard school trampoline, the foam
steps are manufactured with a laminated construction for strength, with a
hard wearing pvc cover. They will fit through a standard single door.
Dimensions: length 1880mm x width 850mm x height 970mm - other sizes
avalable on request.

MTR450

Trampoline Steps

Push in Mats

A durable PVC covered mat with strong handles enabling the mat to be
pushed in quickly when required. Available in 2 depths.
Dimensions: length 1800mm x width 1200mm

MTR310
MTR315

Depth 100mm
Depth 150mm

3

3

4

Mini Tramp

A fully adjustable Mini Trampette with a solid bed and steel springs
supplied complete with coverall pads.
Dimensions: length 1140mm x width 1400mm x height (front) 310mm
adjustable to 340mm, (back) 365mm adjustable to 550mm.

MTR410
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

4

Open Ended Mini Tramp

Manufactured from heavy gauge zinc plated steel, this hardwearing
open ended Mini Tramp is adjustable and supplied complete with
coverall pads and a solid nylon bed.
Dimensions: length 1210mm x width 1190mm x height (front) 305mm
adjustable to 330mm (back) 610mm adjustable to 680mm.

MTR415
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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TRAVERSE

1

For indoor use

Height of bottom board must not exceed 600mm

2Traverse
The 2Traverse Panels are the ideal way to introduce young people to
climbing activities in safety, as travel is horizontal rather than vertical. As
the Panels are installed close to the ground neither ropes nor harnesses
are required and supervision does not call on any specialist skills or
knowledge.
The 2Traverse Panels are manufactured from strong, thick Finnish Birch
Plywood. To save installation time, all the Panels are supplied complete
with the handholds already fixed by using fixing bolts and ‘T’ Nuts.
As the name suggests these are Traverse Panels and are designed to be
installed at low level so it is important to note that the Bottom Panel/Foot
Hold Panel is to be fitted no more than 200mm from ground level; this
is to ensure that the top edge of the Bottom Panel/Foot Hold Panel is no
more than the regulation 600mm from ground level.

74

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

1

2Traverse Indoor Panels

The Indoor Traverse Panels are made of 21mm Plywood and have a
lacquer finish making them easy to clean. Each section of panel has 10
brightly coloured Holds already pre-drilled and fixed.
Manufactured in 1200mm x 400mm sections so that they can easily be
fitted around corners or other obstructions. The bottom panel should be
fitted at no more than 600mm high, measured to the top of the panel
from the floor.

CWI600
CWI650

Set of 6 indoor panels with fixing kit
Set of 12 indoor panels with fixing kit

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

TRAVERSE

1

For outdoor use

1

2Traverse Outdoor Panels

These panels are manufactured from weatherproofed 18mm thick
Finnish birch ply coated with a UV resistant polypropylene laminate (WBP
exterior bonded to EN314-2/Class 3), which can be used with dry wipe
markers to mark out routes. The distance between the two panels can be
varied depending on the height of the users. Installation can be onto any
solid wall. Each pair of panels is supplied with 50 pre-fitted Holds, and 2
additional loose holds. The fittings supplied are for installation in brick or
breeze block. The top panel measures 2400mm x 600mm (8’ x2’) and
the bottom panel is 2400mm x 400m (8’ x1’4”).

CWA200
CWA400

2

2

Set of 2 outdoor panels with fixing kit
Set of 4 outdoor panels with fixing kit

2Traverse Hand Holds

All Holds are suitable for use only with Plywood surfaces.

CWH700
CHW600
CWH500
CWH550

Set of 10 large hand holds		
Set of 10 medium hand holds
Set of 10 small hand holds		
Set of 10 M10 bolts to fix above

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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VARIOUS
1

2

3

2

Tower Blocks

Great fun for all ages. Build higher by removing the ‘right’ blocks from
the tower and adding to the top without having a demolition disaster.
Each set contains 60 blocks, measuring 275mm x 45mm x 65mm
approx., which allows the Tower to be made up in rows of four blocks.
The height of the Tower when laid out in four blocks is 675mm. It can
also be laid out in three blocks, when the height increases to 900mm.
Manufactured from FSC/PEFC certified natural timber. Boxed set size is
length 700mm x width 290mm x height 290mm.
Weight: 27 kg approx.

4

NGP120

1

Round Wooden Scooter

3

Manufactured from high quality birch ply, these scooters are available in
either a natural or a colour stained finish. They are fitted with heavy duty
swivelling castors to give a smooth ride. Suitable for a variety of games
such a scooter hockey, shuttle runs, co-operative games and particularly
suitable for theraputic use. Can be used sitting, kneeling or even prone.
Safety hand holds around the inside of the board enable use in different
positions and prevent trapped fingers. Available as a set of four: 1 each
of red, green, blue and yellow.
Dimensions: height 290mm x diameter 545mm.
Weight: 2.7 kg (each)

ACT800
ACT801
ACT802
ACT803
ACT804
ACT805
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Natural

ACT125
ACT126

Coloured Tower Blocks, set of 48
Natural Tower Blocks, set of 48

Bumparound

An infinitely manoeuvrable unit fitted with four universal rubber tyred
castors and a tough rubber tyre rim to absorb the energies of over
enthusiastic drivers. Complete with three rope hand holds mounted on
the wooden frame. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
Dimensions: Diameter 560mm

Green
Blue
Yellow

KPR080

Set of 4
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

Manufactured from natural timber, the set contains 48 blocks colour
stained in red, blue, green and yellow. Each block is 180mm x 65mm
x 45mm which allows for the tower to be made up in rows of three
blocks. The height of the tower when laid out in this way is 720mm. Also
available in natural finish.
Dimensions: length 560mm x height 290mm x width 290mm (boxed).
Weight: 12.7 kg

4

Red

ActivTower Blocks

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

VARIOUS
1

2

3

4
5

1

ActivStilts

3

A pair of solid timber stilts suitable for use both outdoors and indoors.
1200mm high with a step height of approx 370mm. Sturdy non marking
rubber feet. Suitable for children up to a height of approx 1500mm. Also
supplied as a set of 4 pairs, with 1 pair each of red, blue, green and
yellow.
Dimensions: length 1200mm x diameter 30mm.
Weight: 1.66 kg (pair)

STL001
STL404

2

Natural, pair		
Coloured, set of 4 pairs

Junior Wobble and Rocker Boards

Our Junior Wobble and Rocker Boards are available in a selection of
different finishes and can all be used in a standing, sitting or kneeling
position. Good for increasing core strength and flexibility, toning
muscles, whilst teaching balance control.
Dimensions: Wobble, height 100mm x diameter 300mm
			Rocker, length 300mm x height 100mm x width 300mm

ACT204
ACT905
ACT906
LBT450
LBT460

Junior Wobble and Rocker Board Set in a colour stained finish
Junior Wobble Board with a carpeted finish
Junior Rocker Board with a carpeted finish
Junior Wobble Board in a natural finish		
Junior Rocker Board in a natural finish		

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

ActivStepping Stones

A set of 12 Stepping stones of timber construction, colour stained, with 2
each of red, blue, green, yellow, orange and purple.
Dimensions: height 16mm x diameter 155mm.
Weight: 3 kg

ACT675

4

Set of 12

ActivMaze

Exercise while you play with this bright colourful wobble board which
incorporates two maze games on the top surface. Manufactured with
15mm plywood with a colour stained finish which does not chip or peel.
The board will provide lots of fun while improving core stability. Colours
may vary.
Dimensions: height 62mm x diameter 400mm

ACT851

5

ActivBounce

A mini trampette ideal for use by younger children, particuarly in a soft
play environment. It comprises a powder coated steel frame with a solid
bed with elasticated cable. The bed is surrounded by 130mm wide foam
padding for protection.
Dimensions: length 780mm x height 220mm x width 780mm.
Weight: 5.4 kg

ACT700
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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VARIOUS
1

2

3

4

1

Cotton Skipping Ropes

Plaited Cotton Skipping Ropes offer great value and incorporate a rubber
collar on each end to prevent fraying. Available in a wide selection of
lengths. Supplied in a set of 10.

LFK240
LFK250
LFK260
LFK270
LFK280
LFK290
LFK400

2

Length: 1.8m, set of 10
Length: 2.1m, set of 10
Length: 2.4m, set of 10
Length: 2.7m, set of 10
Length: 3.1m, set of 10
Length: 3.5m, set of 10
Length: 5.5m, set of 10

Coloured Plastic Skipping Ropes

A solid 5mm rope, with a durable, easy grip, colour contrasting plastic
handle. Supplied in sets of 6. Minimum order 10 sets.

LFK300

3

Length 2.14m, set of 6

FitKit Speed Rope

A plastic handled Aerobics Speed Rope; perfect for building stamina
through continuous skipping. The rope length can be adjusted inside the
handle. Minimum order 10.

LFK050

4

Length: 2.7m		

Square Bean Bags

Ideal for catching, throwing and all manner of target games. These
square cotton bean bags are filled with synthetic granules. Available in
blue, green, red, yellow or a mixed colour bag.
Dimensions: length 100mm x width 100mm

LFK205
LFK210
LFK215
LFK220
LFK200
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t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

Blue, bag of 12		
Green, bag of 12
Red, bag of 12		
Yellow, bag of 12
Mixed colours, bag of 12

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

VARIOUS
1

2

Pair of rubber tyred
wheels on the base for
easier transport

24 heavy duty satin
braids with hand loops

3

4

1

Maypole

A brightly coloured Maypole manufactured from hard wearing
powder coated steel, with rubber tyred wheels on the base to facilitate
movement. The Maypole is supplied complete with 24 heavy duty satin
ribbons in 4 colours, all with a hand loop.
Dimensions: Total Height 3090mm when assembled. Base is 940mm
square.
Weight: 21.45 kg

AHM050
AHM079
AHM100

2

Maypole Assembly only		
Braids only, length: 3.6m, set of 24
Maypole complete with braids

Dancing Rainbow Ribbon Rings

Perfect for adding a visual impact to any dance routine. Ideal for
assisting in the development of creative and imaginative skills. The
coloured ribbons are attached to an easy to hold plastic ring. Available
in 2 sizes of ribbon length, 30cm or 60cm. Minimum order quantity 10.

LFK310
LFK320

3

5

Ribbon length: 30cm

Dance Scarves

These bright and colourful Dance Scarves are perfect for dance and
movement activities and encourage users to use their imagination as they
interact with the scarves, helping their creative side to run free. Supplied
as a set of 4, one each of blue, green, red and yellow. Minimum order
quantity 10.

LFK420

Ribbon length: 60cm

Rainbow Ribbon Sticks

A hollow plastic wand complete with 6 short colourful ribbons attached
at each end. Include these in dance activities to create elaborate shapes
and patterns. Minimum order quantity 10.

LFK230
t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

4

5

Size: 30 x 30cm		

Ribbon Wands

These are sure to inspire and encourage any young person’s imaginative
side. A 3m long ribbon attached to a 30cm plastic wand. Supplied as
a set of 4, one each of blue, green, red and yellow. Minimum order
quantity 10.

LFK410
f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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VARIOUS

1

2
Natural timber slats

Supplied with double
hooks

3
4

1

Umpires Chair

Manufactured from natural timber and birch ply, this robust umpire’s
chair has a seat, arm rests and a desk. Easily folds flat for storage.
Dimensions: height 1944mm, height to seat 1562mm

LMP030

2

Changing Room Seating

Manufactured from red powder coated tubular steel, with natural timber
slats and large blue non marking non slip rubber feet. The basic unit is
a 2 metre long bench, to which can be added the single coat rail with
heavy duty aluminium hooks. Two bench units can be attached to form a
double sided unit, while the coat rail can be supplied with hooks on both
sides to form a complete double unit. A small amount of self assembly is
required. Fittings are supplied.
Dimensions: Bench is 2000mm long x 412mm high x 380mm wide (seat is
300mm wide). Approx height of unit with coat rail is 1500mm

CHG238
CHG240
CHG245
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Changing room Bench Unit		
Single Sided Bench Unit with Coat rail
Double Sided Bench Unit with Coat rails

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

3

Boot/Shoe Cleaners

Manufactured from heavy duty powder coated steel with durable
polypropylene top and side brushes. Available both with and without the
foldable boot scraper.
Dimensions: height 990mm x width 390mm x depth 290mm
Weight: 7.4 kg

NGP210
NGP200
NGP205

4

Boot/Shoe Cleaner		
Boot/Shoes Cleaner with Scraper
Set of 4 Replacement Brushes

Tactical Training Sticks

Manufactured from the finest solid ash, from FSC/PEFC sources.
Dimensions: length 1830mm x diameter 47mm
Weight: 2.28 kg approx

LMP550M
w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

TERMS & CONDITIONS
1.

Definitions

1.1.

7.7.

The following definitions apply throughout these terms:-

1.1.1.
1.1.2.
2.

7.7.1.
7.7.2.

Approved Credit Account Facility means Niels Larsen Limited’s account facility
set up for certain customers upon request and by approval
Business Days means Monday to Friday inclusive but excluding bank holidays

The contract between us

2.1.

7.7.3.

Once we, Niels Larsen Limited (‘NLL’), receive your order our acceptance of your order
brings into existence a legally binding contract between us on the terms set out below.

3.

Price

3.1.

The price payable for goods that you order are as set out in our website/catalogue but
we reserve the right to charge the price up until the date of dispatch according to market
conditions at the time.
All prices quoted on our website/catalogue exclude Value Added Tax (“VAT”) which will be
levied at the prevailing rate at the time of invoice, packing and delivery.
The packing and delivery (carriage) charge provided is for delivery to destinations within
mainland England and Wales. Destinations with Highlands, Northern Ireland and Islands
post codes will be charged carriage at cost.
Private addresses, requested booking in and overnight deliveries may incur an additional
charge
Due to the size, weight and volume of certain products assistance may be required in
off loading the goods at the place of delivery. The carriage costs given are based upon
assistance being available, in the event that additional assistance is not available then
please contact our sales office to confirm any extra costs that maybe incurred.
Owing to the disproportionate cost of dealing with small orders NLL reserves the right to
make a small order surcharge.

3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.

3.6.

4.

7.8.
7.9.
7.10.
7.11.

We must receive payment of the whole of the price for the goods that you order at the
time you place an order unless an Approved Credit Account Facility has been agreed and
arranged by us.
Where an Approved Credit Account Facility has been agreed and arranged by us:-

4.2.

7.11.1.
7.11.2.

Payment of invoices for goods properly supplied, whether complete or part
orders, is due 30 days nett from date of invoice (‘the Due Date’). The time of
payment shall be of the essence;
4.2.2.
If payment is not received by the Due Date we reserve the right to:4.2.2.1.
Charge interest at the rate of 2% per month compounded monthly;
4.2.2.2.
Charge its reasonable costs incurred in seeking to recover any arrears
(‘recovery costs’)
4.2.2.3.
Suspend further supplies of goods and take any other action as appropriate
to recover the debt and any interest accrued and/or recovery costs
4.2.2.4.
Nullify and therefore withdraw any discounts which may have been allowed
for when the Customer’s order was accepted since such discounts are
given only on the basis that payment will be made on time.

8.

If you are placing an order as an individual then:-

5.1.1.

5.1.2.
5.1.3.
5.1.4.

5.1.5.

5.2.

8.2.

8.3.

8.4.

8.5.

8.6.

8.6.2.
9.

5.2.2.

No order which has been accepted by us may be cancelled by you except with
our express agreement and on such terms as we may require;
If NLL agree to cancel the order the Customer will pay to NLL liquidated
damages of 25% of the net value of all of the cancelled elements of the order
and the Customer agrees that this is a genuine pre-estimate of the loss which
NLL will incur as a result of cancellation.

11.

Cancellation by us

6.1.

6.2.

11.1.

We reserve the right to cancel the contract between us if:

6.1.1.
6.1.2.
6.1.3.

10.1.

we have insufficient stock to deliver the goods you have ordered;
we do not deliver to your area; or
One or more of the goods you ordered was listed at an incorrect price due to
a typographical error or an error in the pricing information received by us from
our suppliers.

If we do cancel your contract we will notify you and will re-credit to you any sum paid to us
under the contract as soon as possible but in any event within 30 days of your order. We will
not be obliged to offer any additional compensation for disappointment suffered.

12.
12.1.

13.
13.1.

Delivery of goods to you

7.1.

7.2.
7.3.

7.4.
7.5.
7.6.

We will organise the delivery of the goods ordered by you to the address you give us for
delivery at the time you make your order. Our warehouse holds many items in stock but
some goods are sent to you direct by the manufacturers and as such your order may be
delivered by more than one delivery.
If premises are likely to be unmanned, you should include instructions on the order to ensure
that an authorised signatory will be available when delivery is made. Abortive deliveries may
be subject to a charge being made if appropriate instructions are not included with the order.
Any time or date given by us for delivery is given as an estimate only and shall not be a
binding contractual obligation. We will endeavour to meet delivery requirements but are not
liable for any direct or consequential loss or damage arising from any delayed or advanced
delivery.
Risk in the goods you have ordered will pass to you upon delivery and we will not be liable for
their loss or destruction. You will become the owner of the goods once we receive payment
in full and the goods have been delivered to you.
All measurements and weights given in product specifications or literature are reasonable
approximations of actual sizes and weights. Equivalent Imperial measurements are shown
only as a guide.
NLL warrants that the goods will correspond with the specification at the time of delivery and
will perform substantially in accordance with that specification. However this warranty does
not extend to products not manufactured by NLL and for such products the Customer shall
be entitled only to any warranty or guarantee given by the manufacturer to NLL.

t: +44 (0) 1924 283000

f: +44 (0) 1924 281872

14.
14.1.

15.
15.1.

16.
16.1.

any drawing, specification or design supplied by you including modifications to
NLL’s products which you have requested or instructed
you not inspecting and maintaining the goods in full accordance with NLL’s
recommendations

Notices

9.1.

10.

to make good any shortage or non-delivery;
to replace or repair any goods that are damaged or defective; or
To refund to you the amount paid by you for the goods in question in whatever
way we choose.

Save as precluded by law, we will not be liable to you for any indirect or consequential loss,
damage or expenses (including loss of profits, business or goodwill) howsoever arising out
of any problem you notify to us under this condition and we shall have no liability to pay any
money to you by way of compensation other than to refund to you the amount paid by you
for the goods in question under clause 8.1.3 above. In any event, our total liability to you in
the event of any breach will be limited to the value of the goods purchased.
You must observe and comply with all applicable regulations and legislation, including
obtaining all necessary customs, import or other permits to purchase goods from our site.
The importation or exportation of certain of our goods to you may be prohibited by certain
national laws. We make no representation and accept no liability in respect of the export or
import of the goods you purchase.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in these terms and conditions is intended to limit any
rights you might have as a consumer under applicable local law or other statutory rights that
may not be excluded nor in any way to exclude or limit our liability to you for any death or
personal injury resulting from our negligence.
Except where you are a Consumer as defined in the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 all other
warranties, conditions, or terms relating to fitness for purpose, merchantability or condition
of the goods, whether implied by Statute, common law, or otherwise, are excluded and you
are satisfied as to the suitability of the goods for your purpose.
We shall not be liable for any defects in the goods which arise from;

8.6.1.

If you are making a purchase as an organisation:-

5.2.1.

7.

You may cancel your contract with us for the goods you order at any time up
to the end of the seventh Business Day from the date you receive the ordered
goods. You do not need to give us any reason for cancelling your contract nor
will you have to pay any penalty save that;
You cannot cancel your contract, however, if the goods you have ordered are of
a special design, size and/or material;
To cancel your contract you must notify us in writing.
If you have received the goods before you cancel your contract then unless
you do not have a right to cancel as set out under clause 5.1.2 you must send
the goods back to our contact address at your own cost and risk. If you cancel
your contract but we have already processed the goods for delivery you must
not unpack the goods when they are received by you and you must send the
goods back to us at our contact address at your own cost and risk as soon
as possible.
Once you have notified us that you are cancelling your contract, any sum paid
to us will be re-credited to you as soon as possible and in any event within 30
days of your order PROVIDED THAT the goods in question are returned by you
and received by us in the condition they were in when delivered to you. If you
do not return the goods delivered to you or do not pay the costs of delivery,
we shall be entitled to deduct the direct costs of recovering the goods from the
amount to be re-credited to you.

If the goods we deliver are not what you ordered or are damaged or defective or the delivery
is of an incorrect quantity, we shall have no liability to you unless you notify us in writing at
our contact address of the problem within 10 Business Days of the delivery of the goods
in question if you are purchasing the goods as an individual and within 3 Business Days
confirmed in writing within 7 Business Days if you are a business or organisation. We reserve
the right to request an image to illustrate any damage or defect. If you notify a problem to us
under this condition, our only obligation will be, at your option:

8.1.1.
8.1.2.
8.1.3.

Right for you to cancel your contract

5.1.

Change product specifications
Supply substitute items of an equal or superior standard in respect of
unavailable products or discontinued lines. Save that should you choose not
to accept the substitute goods then the goods in question are returned by you
and received by us in the condition they were in when delivered to you. If you
do not return the goods delivered to you or do not pay the costs of delivery,
we shall be entitled to deduct the direct costs of recovering the goods from the
amount to be re-credited to you.

Liability

8.1.

4.2.1.

5.

must ensure that the specifications or instructions are accurate;
must ensure that goods prepared in accordance with those specifications or
instructions will be fit for the purpose for which the Customer intends to use
them; and
warrant that the specifications or designs will not result in the infringement of
any rights belonging to a third party and that the Customer will indemnify NLL in
respect of all loss, damage, costs or expenses (including legal and professional
fees) which NLL may incur in connection with any such claim or threatened
claim by a third party.

NLL reserves all intellectual property rights (including any design rights) that it may have
in the goods.
The ownership of any tools that NLL needs to make especially for the production of the
goods remains with NLL notwithstanding that the Customer may have paid for the cost of
making the tools.
All templates that the Customer supplies to NLL will be supplied on the basis that they are
expendable.
We reserve the right to:-

Payment

4.1.

6.

If NLL prepare the goods in accordance with the Customer’s specifications or instructions
(including modification(s) to NLL’s products), the Customer:

Unless otherwise expressly stated in these terms and conditions, all notices from you
to us must be in writing and sent to our contact address at Unit 3, Spa Street, Ossett,
West Yorkshire, WF5 0HP and all notices from us to you will be displayed on our website/
catalogue from to time.

Events beyond our control
We shall have no liability to you for any failure to deliver goods you have ordered or any
delay in doing so or for any damage or defect to goods delivered that is caused by any
event or circumstance beyond our reasonable control including, without limitation, strikes,
lock-outs and other industrial disputes, breakdown of systems or network access, flood,
fire, explosion or accident.

Invalidity
If any part of these terms and conditions is unenforceable (including any provision in which
we exclude our liability to you) the enforceability of any other part of these conditions will
not be affected.

Privacy
You acknowledge and agree to be bound by the terms of our privacy policy.

Third party rights
Except for our affiliates, directors, employees or representatives, a person who is not a party
to this agreement has no right under the UK Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to
enforce any term of this agreement but this does not affect any right or remedy of a third
party that exists or is available apart from that Act.

Governing law
The contract between us shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with English
law and the English courts shall have jurisdiction to resolve any disputes between us.

Entire agreement
These terms and conditions, together with our current website/catalogue prices, delivery
details, contact details and privacy policy, set out the whole of our agreement relating to the
supply of the goods to you by us. Nothing said by any sales person on our behalf should be
understood as a variation of these terms and conditions or as an authorised representation
about the nature or quality of any goods offered for sale by us. Save for fraud or fraudulent
misrepresentation, we shall have no liability for any such representation being untrue or
misleading.

Consumer Contracts Regulations (“CCR”)
Although our customers are mostly business customers, we do accept orders from the
general public. For private individuals only (“customers”) the terms of the CCR apply to all
orders. Where there is a direct conflict between these Terms and Conditions of Sale and
provisions of the CCR then the CCR provisions shall prevail.

w: www.nielslarsen.co.uk

e: sales@nielslarsen.co.uk
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Look out for these new and exciting
products within our catalogue

✆ 01924 283000
8 www.nielslarsen.co.uk

4 01924 281 872
7 sales@nielslarsen.co.uk

Niels Larsen Ltd, Unit 3 Spa Street, Ossett,
West Yorkshire, WF5 0HP

